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Mission
At Shamblott Family Dentistry, we welcome all patients.
Whether you see a dentist regularly or have avoided seeing one
for many years, we will make you feel at home. We provide
fear-free dental care while creating a pain-free, shame-free
experience. We focus on your wants and needs to help take
care of your health, using the most advanced techniques,
technologies, and materials. Every patient leaves our office
happy and smiling.

Shamblott Family Dentistry
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Hopkins, MN 55343
952-935-5599
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To my multi-talented wife, Kate, and my ever-flexible
daughter, Rachel: Thank you for completing my life.
To my amazing office manager, Toni: Thank you for letting
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get out of pain . . . and stay that way.
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A Patient’s Perspective
What kept me from getting help fast when I had a toothache?
Fear, plain and simple.
Are you afraid of the dentist, too? Well, we’re not alone.
Many people fear the dentist. I used to be one of them, someone so
afraid of visiting the dentist that I avoided going altogether—even for
routine cleanings and small fillings. Just thinking about the dentist
caused my palms to sweat and my heart to race. My friends couldn’t
understand why.
Neither could I. In most aspects of my life, I’m fearless. I’ve spoken
in public, played with snakes, and jumped out of airplanes. Yet, when
it came time to visit the dentist, I did what most people do who fear
the dentist: I put off going again and again, and yet again, which is
how a minor toothache turned into an emergency.
Flashback nine months. During an exam I’d rescheduled several times
(no surprise!), Dr. Shamblott noticed a tiny crack in one of my bottom
teeth. He recommended I schedule an appointment to have it fixed. I
told him I would. And I had all the best intentions of doing so. Truly
I did. I made a note in my calendar. I put a reminder on my to-do list.
I even taped his office number on my bathroom mirror.
But that’s as far as I got. My tooth didn’t hurt, so I figured there was
no reason to rush to get it fixed.
But guess what? Just a few days before I was to leave on an important
business trip, my tooth began to hurt. I hoped the pain would go
away. And it did. For an hour here and a few hours there. But when
the pain came back, it was often worse than before. Finally, I couldn’t
stand it. I called Shamblott Family Dentistry, guiltily explained my
predicament, and asked if there was any way Dr. Shamblott could see
me the next day.
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His receptionist did one better; she asked me to come in right away.
And—because I was in so much pain—I did. Here’s what I learned:
The tiny crack I’d been ignoring for months was now a bigger crack
that required a root canal and crown.
Although I was scared of having a root canal (I’d heard so many horror
stories), I was certain that having it done by Dr. Shamblott, a dentist I
trust and have been seeing for years, was a much better alternative than
having to deal with a dental emergency while out of town.
To my surprise, the root canal turned out to be no big deal. One
reason is because of Dr. Shamblott’s unique approach to dental care,
an approach he wrote about in his first book, Fear-Free Dental Care:
Finding a Dentist You Can Love.
While other dentists might have made me feel guilty, ashamed, or
even irresponsible for delaying recommended care, Dr. Shamblott
didn’t. Nor did he let me suffer. Instead, he offered me the pain-free,
fear-free dental care that I and his other patients have come
to appreciate.
That care began with a clear explanation of what I could expect (plus
free laughing gas to help me relax). Then Dr. Shamblott numbed my
gum. Only when he was certain that I was completely comfortable did
he administer the Novocain that made the rest of the appointment no
big deal.
While I can’t say I always look forward to seeing Dr. Shamblott,
I can say I no longer avoid him the way I once did. Instead, I
now understand the value of following through with the care he
recommends. I also understand that delaying treatment allows small
problems to turn into bigger, more painful ones. And the only thing
that hurts is me (and my wallet!).
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So whether you have a toothache now or want to avoid one in the
future, Help! My Tooth Hurts is for you. It comes jam-packed with
simple information you can use to take better care of your teeth, as
well as helpful advice you can use to help diagnose and treat your pain.
You’ll appreciate Dr. Shamblott’s clear explanations of the signs and
symptoms you’re likely to experience, as well as common causes and
recommended treatments. You’ll even find helpful tips for follow-up
care, and a handful of stories from real-life patients just like me (and
perhaps just like you).
And if you have questions, call Dr. Shamblott’s office at 952-935-5599.
He and his staff are great and, like this book, will do everything they
can to help you “feel better fast.”
~ Diane (last name withheld upon request)
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Introduction
As a dentist who focuses on emergency care, I’ve treated thousands
of dental emergencies, everything from chipped teeth to locked
jaws, from nearly invisible cavities to can’t-be-missed tumors, from
minor infections to major abscesses. Some patients come in as soon
as their pain is noticeable. Others suffer, sometimes unbearably
(and unnecessarily!) for days, weeks, and months before they even
consider making an appointment.
Help! My Tooth Hurts: Your Guide to Feeling Better Fast is for all
these people and anyone else who may someday have a toothache or
other dental-related problem. In other words, this book is for you.
I wrote it because I know all too well that when you have a toothache,
you want help . . . and you want it fast. You also want to understand
why you’re in pain, when to see your dentist, and what to expect
when you do.
I’ve divided the book into three helpful sections, each of which starts
with a quote from my teenage daughter, Rachel. The sections are:
Section 1: First Things First
If you have a toothache, this is your first stop. Here you’ll find what
you need to know to determine if you have a routine problem that
can wait for a regular appointment or an emergency that requires
immediate attention by a dentist or doctor. In addition, you’ll
find tried-and-true home remedies that can help ease your pain
and discomfort, plus helpful advice you can use to prevent dental
emergencies in the first place.
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Section 2: Diagnosis
This section explains the most common dental diagnoses, including
signs, symptoms, and common causes, as well as tips, facts, stats, and
other tidbits you may find helpful and even entertaining. This section
also includes a diagram (page 20) that shows the anatomy of a tooth
to help you picture the details of the diagnoses and treatments that
follow.
Section 3: Treatment
This section walks you through common dental treatments, follow-up
care, and potential setbacks you may experience both during and after
treatment.
Help When You Need It
All three sections are intended to minimize your pain and help you
make better, more well-informed decisions about your dental care.
Read the book from cover to cover, jump from section to section, or
hone in on a specific diagnosis or treatment. Then put the book on a
shelf where it can serve as a handy reference guide you can return to
whenever you have a toothache or a question about your dental health
or the treatment your dentist has recommended.
Keep in mind that no book is a substitute for advice from a dental
professional. If a toothache or any other dental-related issue is
causing you concern or keeping you awake at night, call your dentist
right away, even if it’s 3:00 a.m.
And if you’re unsure who to call? Call my office at 952-935-5599.
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We do our best to schedule same-day emergency appointments.
We also offer new patients free emergency exams, including free
x-rays and free nitrous oxide (laughing gas) because we believe you
shouldn’t have to pay to find out what’s wrong with your teeth. And if
I or one of the other dentists in my practice isn’t the right dentist for
you, we’ll help you find one who is.

P.S. If you’ve put off going to the dentist, it may be because you’re
afraid. Many people are, including my patient Diane, who wrote
the foreword to this book. In fact, more than 80 percent of my new
patients experience at least some degree of dental anxiety or fear.
Some even suffer from a more serious condition called dental phobia.
You can learn more about dental anxiety and my pain-free, shamefree approach to dental care in my first book, Fear-Free Dental Care:
Finding a Dentist You Can Love. A sample, including a dental anxiety
self-test, is at the back of this book. And if you’d like a free copy of
the entire book, just call my office at 952-935-5599.
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1

FIRST THINGS FIRST

“Did you know that some people are afraid of the dentist?
You don’t have to be afraid of my dad. He makes going
to the dentist comfortable and even fun.”
~ Rachel Shamblott

IS IT AN EMERGENCY?
If you’ve ever had a dental emergency,
you know how painful, even frightening,
it can be. If not, consider yourself lucky because one in

four Americans will experience a dental emergency at some
point in their lives. (Odds are even higher for those who
play sports.) But how do you know whether you have a true
emergency or a more routine issue that can wait for a regular
appointment?
The definition I use for a dental emergency is any dental
problem that requires immediate attention. In short, if your
pain prevents you from concentrating or sleeping, your face is
swollen, or you have trouble breathing, you are experiencing
an emergency.
Three main factors can put you at risk for a dental emergency:

		
1 Poor oral care. Improper or irregular brushing or flossing
		 can lead to dental emergencies and other health issues.
		 According to one recent study, people with serious gum
		 disease are 40 percent more likely to develop a chronic
		 health condition.1 What’s more, gum disease and heart
		 disease often go hand in hand: Up to 91 percent of
		 patients with heart disease have gum disease, while
		 only 66 percent of those without heart disease do.2
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2 Fillings or crowns. If you have a filling or crown—72
		 percent of Americans do—you could be at risk for a 		
		 dental emergency: 23 percent of all dental emergencies
		 relate back to these dental treatments.3
		
3 Avoiding the dentist. Minor problems can become major
		 toothaches when you avoid the dentist. And toothaches—
		 if ignored for too long—can become emergencies.

CALL YOUR DENTIST
While you may feel unsure of whether your toothache or other
issue is a dental emergency, I advise you to err on the side of
caution.
Common dental emergencies for which you should call your
dentist right away include:
4 A toothache that keeps you up at night or worsens when
you lie down
4 A tooth that hurts for more than a few seconds when you
eat or drink something hot or cold
4 A chipped or cracked tooth
4 A chipped, cracked, or missing filling or crown
4 A tooth that has been knocked out or pushed out of position
Most of these and other dental emergencies can—and
should—be cared for in your dentist’s office rather than a
hospital emergency room. Emergency rooms typically aren’t
staffed with dentists or the proper equipment to handle dental
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emergencies. As a result, delays can occur. These delays not
only prolong your pain, they can also put your health at risk.
Cost is another factor. Treating dental problems in the
emergency room is a “waste of resources” that can total more
than $6,000 per visit compared to the $749 average cost for
treating those same problems in a dental office.4

TAKE CARE OF YOUR TEETH
Here are some actions you can take to prevent emergencies—and
toothaches—from happening in the first place:
4 Brush and floss daily. Brush twice a day and floss at least once a day to
help prevent cavities and gum disease.
4 See your dentist regularly. The best way to prevent dental problems is
by seeing your dentist at least twice a year for a comprehensive cleaning
and exam.
4 Follow your dentist’s treatment plan. While you may be tempted to
hope your dental problems will go away, they won’t. What’s more, they’re
likely to become worse the longer you ignore them. As they worsen,
they become more expensive to treat.

AFTER HOURS AND AWAY FROM HOME
While it would be great if all dental emergencies occurred
during office hours and while close to home, that’s not the
case. However, no need to panic. Many dental offices offer
extended hours; some monitor messages 24/7.
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Take Shamblott Family Dentistry, for instance. Our office is
open Monday through Thursday from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.,
Fridays from 7:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., and Saturdays from
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. After hours, we do our best to monitor
messages and respond as quickly as possible.
PLANNING A TRIP?
Remember Tom Hanks in the movie Castaway? His character
had a nagging toothache that turned into a major problem
when he ended up stranded on a deserted island. Eventually he
removed the tooth himself—with an ice skate. Yikes!
While you’re not likely to ever be that desperate, an ounce of
prevention can be priceless when traveling as even a minor
toothache can become a major nightmare, especially if you’re
in another country where you don’t speak the language or
where quality dental care isn’t available (or affordable).
Here are some tips that can keep you pain-free while traveling:
Before You Leave Home
4 If it’s been more than six months since your last dental
exam, visit your dentist to have your teeth cleaned,
examined, and checked for any potential problems. Ideally,
schedule the appointment several weeks in advance of
your departure so you have time to address any issues.
4 If you do have an issue, schedule the treatment right away.
This is especially true if you have a cracked tooth or a
damaged or decaying nerve. Such problems can be painful
during flights due to changes in air pressure. A cracked
tooth can also become infected if not cared for properly.
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4 If you think you may need a dentist while away, ask your
regular dentist or dental insurer for recommendations
ahead of time. Pack this information, along with your
dentist’s phone number and the phone numbers for any
medical, dental, or travel insurance you have.
4 Pack any medications you are currently taking. (To be safe,
put these medications in your carry-on bag just in case
something happens to your checked luggage.)
4 Also pack a toothbrush, dental floss, sterile gauze, an ice
pack, over-the-counter pain medication, and a dental
cement such as Dentemp that you can use to temporarily
replace lost fillings or repair loose crowns. If you have
braces, bring along orthodontic wax to cover sharp areas of
the brackets or wires. You can get both products from your
dentist, at a drugstore, or online.
While You’re Away
4 Avoid chewing ice, hard candy, and popcorn kernels, all of
which can chip or crack teeth.
4 Use scissors, not your teeth, to cut tape and other materials.
4 If you experience any pain, rinse your mouth with warm
salt water. Also, gently floss your teeth to remove any food
or other trapped debris.
4 If you experience swelling, apply an ice pack or cold 		
compress to the swollen area.
4 If you need a dentist immediately and are unsure where
to turn, ask your hotel, a nearby hospital, or the American
embassy in the country you are visiting for a recommendation.
7

Once You Return Home
4 Call your dentist to schedule an appointment.

QUESTIONS YOUR DENTIST WILL ASK
Whether calling your dentist during office hours or in the middle
of the night, from home or while out of town, be prepared to
answer these questions so your dentist can assess your problem
and determine whether it’s an emergency:
4 Are you in pain? If so, where and for how long?
4 Do you have any other symptoms such as fever or chest pain?
4 Have you taken anything for the pain? If so, what, how
much, and when?
4 Is it hard to stop your pain?
4 Do hot or cold foods or drinks make your pain better or worse?
4 Is your pain keeping you awake at night?
4 Are you bleeding?
4 Is something broken or swollen?

FREE X-RAYS FOR NEW PATIENTS
At Shamblott Family Dentistry, we believe you shouldn’t have to pay to find
out what’s wrong with your teeth, so we offer free x-rays to new patients, even
when it’s an emergency. We also offer free nitrous oxide (laughing gas) and
freshly baked cookies!
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WHEN TO GO TO THE ER
Although most dental emergencies are best handled by
dentists, you should go to a hospital emergency room any time
you have an injury or other condition that is life-threatening or
could become so.
The most common dental emergencies that require immediate
hospital emergency care are traumas that involve the face or
mouth, including:
4 Deep cuts to the mouth or face, especially ones that won’t
stop bleeding
4 A fractured or dislocated jaw
4 An abscess or infection on the lower jaw or neck, especially
if there is swelling that makes it difficult to breathe or swallow
Sometimes pain in your tooth, mouth, or jaw can signal a heart
attack. If you think you’re experiencing one, go to the ER or
call 911 immediately. Common symptoms include but are not
limited to:
4 Discomfort in the chest or other areas of the upper body,
including the arms, back, neck, and jaw. (Keep in mind
that some people, especially women, may only experience
jaw pain, not chest pain, when having a heart attack.)
4 Shortness of breath
4 Nausea
4 Lightheadedness
4 Breaking out in a cold sweat
9

MIKE’S STORY: FROM MY OFFICE TO THE ER
A committed husband, devoted father, and overworked employee, Mike had
been experiencing severe pain on both sides of his lower jaw for nearly a month.
Pain that was constant. Pain that was relentless. Pain that was excruciating.
Nothing provided any relief. Even pain pills.
Finally, unable to stand it a moment longer, Mike called my office for an
emergency appointment. My receptionist asked him to come right in.
As soon as I saw Mike, it was clear just how much he was suffering. It hurt him to
talk. It even hurt me to watch.
Because Mike’s lower jaw hurt the most, I began my exam by tapping on his
lower teeth with a dental mirror to see if I could pinpoint which tooth was
causing Mike’s pain. The results were inconclusive, so I held a cold cotton swab
against his teeth to see if the nerves to his lower teeth were healthy. He could
sense the cold, so I knew his nerves were fine.
Next, I asked Mike to bite down—tooth by tooth—on a blue plastic stick called
a Tooth Slooth. Similar in size and shape to a Popsicle stick, the Tooth Slooth
helps locate cracked teeth. Mike had none.
Finally, I numbed Mike’s gums. When that didn’t relieve his pain, I knew Mike
didn’t have a dental problem. Instead, I believed he was on his way to having a
massive heart attack, so I sent him to a nearby hospital emergency room.
Six hours later, his wife called to thank me for saving Mike’s life. While his doctor
deserves the credit for that, you may be wondering how I knew Mike’s problem
was his heart, not his teeth.
Because there was no dental reason for his pain, I diagnosed that it was “referred
pain.” Referred pain is pain felt in one place that originates in another. In this
case, the severe pain Mike felt in his lower jaw was actually coming from—and
caused by—his blocked coronary arteries.
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GET RELIEF!
Regardless of the cause of a toothache or how much pain
you’re in, one of the best things you can do is stay calm.
Take some deep breaths, relax your muscles, and concentrate
on something positive: your kids or grandkids, a past
accomplishment, an upcoming vacation, or anything else that
engages your mind.
In addition, here are some tried-and-true home remedies that
can ease your pain and discomfort:
4 Take an over-the-counter pain reliever—such as Advil,
Motrin, or Tylenol—as allowed by your physician. (Do not
take aspirin! Aspirin increases bleeding and if you have a
tooth that needs to be removed, the bleeding may be
severe. Also do not place aspirin or any other pain pill
against your gum; doing so may burn your gum tissue and
worsen your pain.)
4 Apply an ice pack or cold compress. Apply an ice pack
or cold compress to your cheek or the area that hurts for
twenty minutes (any longer and you may risk frostbite).

NEED A DENTIST?
If you have a dental emergency, call Shamblott Family Dentistry at
952-935-5599. Even if you’re not already a patient, we’ll do whatever we can to
address your concerns and schedule an appointment as soon as possible. And
you won’t have to pay more just because it’s an emergency; for new patients,
initial exams and x-rays are always free.
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Let the area warm up for twenty minutes, then reapply the
ice pack or cold compress for another twenty minutes. A
bag of frozen vegetables, such as peas or corn, works
equally well and can be less messy. No matter what you
use, wrap it in a thin towel so it doesn’t come in direct
contact with your skin.
4 Rinse your mouth with warm salt water, which can be
especially soothing for sore gum tissue or cuts. Fill a glass
with eight ounces of warm water, slowly adding salt,
stirring as you do. Keep adding salt—and stirring—until a
bit of salt sits on the bottom of the glass (that’s when you
know the water has absorbed as much salt as it can). Take
a large sip and swish it around in your mouth, paying
particular attention to the painful area, then spit out the
water. Continue sipping, swishing, and spitting until the
glass is empty. Do so three or four times a day. This will
not only reduce your pain but speed healing of your
mouth tissues.
4 Apply clove oil. This essential oil extracted from the clove
plant is a natural pain-reliever. Put two or three drops of
the liquid, which you can buy at most pharmacies and
health-food stores, on a cotton ball or piece of soft cotton
cloth and place it on the tooth that hurts for about twenty
minutes. Then, rinse your mouth with the warm saltwater
solution described above. (Never pour the oil directly into
your mouth or swallow it. Also, be careful not to swallow
the cotton ball or cloth.)
4 Sleep sitting up. Sometimes pain seems worse at night
because you don’t have all the distractions of daytime 		
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competing for your attention. Without them, it’s easy to
fixate on your pain. But lying down also distributes your 		
blood more evenly, which is why your tooth may feel as if
it’s throbbing or pulsating. Moving to a recliner or propping
yourself up with a few extra pillows can help reduce your pain.

HOME REMEDIES THAT DON’T WORK
4 Alcohol (Never mix alcohol with narcotic pain medications, both of which
are dangerous on their own and can be lethal when used in combination.)
4 Garlic (While it might help keep vampires away, it doesn’t relieve dental
pain and may even give you bad breath.)
4 Potatoes (It doesn’t matter whether they’re sliced, diced, or fried.)
4 Baking soda
4 Cayenne pepper paste
4 Cucumber slices
4 Onions
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YOUR PAIN: WHAT IT MEANS
Even if one of the home remedies described on the previous
pages relieves your pain temporarily, it won’t for long. And
while pain is never good, it does serve an important function:
Pain is your body’s way of telling you that something isn’t right.
When that pain occurs in the form of a toothache, it typically
means you have a cavity. At first, your tooth may become
sensitive to hot or cold foods or drinks, and perhaps to sweet
ones as well. You may even experience pain—sometimes
sharp pain—when eating, drinking, biting down, or breathing
cold or moist air.
As the cavity continues to grow, so may the frequency and
severity of your pain. At times, you may experience a constant
dull, throbbing ache or an intermittent one. At other times, you
may feel an intense jolt like an electrical shock in your tooth
or intense pain that radiates throughout your jawbone every
time your heart beats.
Eating and drinking may become difficult. You may even find
yourself unable to concentrate or sleep because of the pain.
All these signals are your body’s way of telling you to GET
HELP! Yet, if you’re like many of my patients, you may ignore
the signals until the pain gets so bad you can’t stand it.
Don’t let this happen to you—because the louder the signals
and the longer they’re ignored, the more serious the potential
consequences and the greater the chance of a dental emergency.
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Here are some common ways people experience dental pain
and what that pain can mean:

WHAT YOU MIGHT FEEL

WHAT THIS COULD MEAN

3 Sensitivity to sweets

4 A small cavity

3 Sharp, shooting pain

4 A cracked tooth
4 A tooth that is sensitive due to the
wearing away of the tooth’s enamel
or a receding gum
4 Trauma

3 Chronic, lingering pain

4 An advanced cavity that has damaged
a tooth’s nerve
4 A cracked tooth
4 Trauma

3 Severe, throbbing pain

4 A deep cavity
4 A cracked tooth
4 A dying nerve or dying pulp

3 Pain or discomfort while eating,
especially if your face, lower jaw,
or neck is swollen

3 Pain at the back of your jaw,
particularly at or behind your
molars

4 Infection
4 A cracked tooth
4 A dental abscess
4 Impacted wisdom teeth
4 Temporomandibular disorder (TMD)
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COMMON CAUSES OF TOOTHACHES
The most common form of dental pain and the most common reason for dental
emergencies, toothaches are caused by problems that fall into three main
categories, which I call the Three D’s:
Decay. Tooth decay begins with plaque, the sticky, colorless, bacteria-filled film
that forms on teeth. If this film is not removed via daily brushing and flossing, it
begins eating away at the tooth’s hard outer surface, called enamel. As the decay
progresses, a cavity forms. As the cavity progresses, it penetrates the next layer
of the tooth, called the dentin. At first, the cavity is small and may be painless.
But as the decay continues, the cavity grows deeper, eventually resulting in an
abscess. More painful than a cavity, an abscess means the tooth’s nerve has died
and become infected.
Disease. Toothaches can also be caused by periodontal disease, commonly
referred to as gum disease. Just like cavities, gum disease is caused by plaque
and can be a major cause of toothaches in adults. Gum disease can be painless
as well. Symptoms include loose teeth and bad breath, as well as red, swollen,
tender, bleeding, or receding gums, all of which can result in painful chewing.
Gum disease can also lead to increased tooth sensitivity. Other diseases, such as
oral cancer (page 49), can also contribute to tooth pain.
Damage. Another common cause of toothaches is damage (for example, cracking
a tooth when eating popcorn) or trauma (for example, getting hit in the head
with a baseball), which can result in chipped, cracked, or broken teeth.
Toothaches can also result from other causes. Here are eight worth knowing:
4 Altitude changes. When the air pressure around your body changes,
small pockets of gas may form within your body. That’s the reason your ears
may pop when you’re flying on an airplane, driving through the mountains,
or riding a roller coaster. But unlike ears, teeth aren’t flexible, so the gas
builds up, generally at the site of fillings, and causes your teeth to ache.
4 Earache. Because the nerves that pass next to our ears are connected to
the lower jaw, what feels like an earache may be caused by a bad tooth, 		
especially a lower molar.
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COMMON CAUSES OF TOOTHACHES CONTINUED
4 Clenching and grinding. If you clench or grind your teeth, you may
have a condition called bruxism. Symptoms include morning headaches,
sore jaw or facial muscles, chipped or cracked teeth, and sensitive or
loose teeth.
4 Receding gums. When gums pull away from teeth, the parts of the teeth
that are normally protected become exposed. When this happens, they
may become sensitive to hot or cold foods or drinks, and you may experience
a throbbing toothache or shooting pain.
4 Gingivitis. More commonly known as gum disease, gingivitis can cause
painful inflammation of the gums and roots of your teeth.
4 Sinus infection. Like ears, sinuses are also connected to the jaw, which
is why sinus pressure can cause a toothache, especially when your maxillary
sinuses—the ones found in your cheekbones—swell and put pressure on
the roots of your upper back teeth.
4 Trigeminal neuralgia. Trigeminal neuralgia is a relatively rare chronic
pain condition of the trigeminal nerve, which carries sensation from the face
to the brain. When the nerve is affected, even mild stimulation such as
talking, eating, shaving, putting on makeup, or brushing your teeth can
trigger a jolt of excruciating pain in your jaw or the muscles of your face.
4 Heart attack. The most surprising and most serious of all non-dental causes
of toothaches, especially those on the lower left side of your jaw, is chest
pain, which can indicate a heart attack. Like the nerves of the ears and
sinuses, the nerves of the heart pass near the jaw. So, if you ever experience
sudden lower-jaw pain while running, dancing, shoveling, or engaging in
some other strenuous activity—even if you feel no chest pain—you may
be having a heart attack. Go to the emergency room or call 911 immediately.
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SECTION

2

DIAGNOSIS

“My dad wants you to come to the dentist. He won’t
be mad if you didn’t see a dentist for a long time, he won’t
even be mad if you don’t brush your teeth very often.
He just wants to take care of you and your teeth.”
~ Rachel Shamblott

TOOTH DIAGRAM
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UNDERSTANDING YOUR PAIN
When you have a toothache, the first order
of business is to figure out the cause. While you
may have a pretty good idea, you can’t rely on self-diagnosis.
Instead, you need to see your dentist for a professional diagnosis.
To accurately diagnose the cause of your pain, I begin by making
you as comfortable as possible. I do this by offering you:
4 A blanket to help you keep warm and feel secure
4 Pillows, knee rests, and leg rests to make you comfortable
4 Squishy balls you can squeeze to relieve stress
Then, once you’re comfortable and feeling relaxed, I conduct
a thorough dental examination that includes three simple, yet
highly informative, tests:
4 The Tap Test. Usually the first test I perform, I take a dental
mirror or other small dental instrument and firmly tap each
of your teeth. If you experience any tenderness or pain,
you may have an inflamed or otherwise damaged tooth.
4 The Crack Test. For this test, I use a Tooth Slooth, a blue
plastic stick similar in size and shape to a Popsicle stick.
I move the stick from tooth to tooth, asking you to bite
down each time. If you experience any pain when doing so
or when releasing your bite, you may have a cracked tooth.
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4 The Cold Test. For this test, I place a cold cotton swab on
each tooth to determine how healthy its nerve or pulp is.
How you respond helps me make my diagnosis:

WHAT YOU MIGHT FEEL

WHAT THIS COULD MEAN

3 If you feel the cold instantly . . .

4 The pulp of your tooth is inflamed. It
may “calm down” on its own with a
filling or crown. If it does not, your
tooth may need a root canal and
crown.

3 If you feel the cold within a few

4 Your tooth nerve or pulp is healthy.

seconds and it goes away in less
than 10 seconds . . .

3 If you feel the cold for more than

4 Your tooth is dying and needs a root
canal and crown.

10 seconds . . .

3 If you don’t feel the cold at all . . .

4 Your tooth has already died and needs
a root canal and crown.

X-RAYS
Each exam also includes dental x-rays, which I use to:
4 Find cavities
4 Look for chips or cracks in teeth or fillings
4 Examine a tooth’s roots for possible damage
4 Check the health of the jawbone around the tooth
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4 Determine if periodontal, or gum, disease is an issue
4 Plan for extractions, implants, and dentures
There are four main types of dental x-rays. The first three are
referred to as intraoral x-rays because they are taken inside the
mouth. They are:
4 Bitewing x-rays. So-called because you hold the film in
place by biting on a wing-shaped device, bitewing x-rays
provide a single view of your upper and lower back teeth
and how they touch one another. I use these x-rays to check
for decay between teeth and to determine if gum disease or
infection has caused any bone loss.
Bitewing x-rays are needed every twelve months, although
some insurance companies only pay for them every two
years. This is okay if you have no tooth decay and are at
low risk for cavities. However, if you are at high risk,
waiting two years for bitewing x-rays can be a mistake.
4 Periapical x-rays. These x-rays, which highlight only one
or two teeth at a time, show the entire tooth from crown to
roots and the supporting jawbone. The x-rays are typically
taken during initial and emergency exams. I use the x-rays
to detect dental problems that occur below the gum or in
the jaw. These problems include abscesses and tumors.
4 Occlusal x-rays. These x-rays show the roof or floor of
your mouth. I use them to locate extra teeth that have not
yet broken through the surface and to detect other problems
such as tumors, infections, and fractures. Occlusal x-rays
are typically only needed when there is a problem that is
difficult to diagnose.
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The fourth type of x-rays is:
4 Panoramic x-rays. These x-rays show a broad view
of your teeth, jaws, jaw joints, sinuses, and nasal area.
They do not help me detect cavities, but panoramic x-rays
do help me diagnose other problems such as impacted
teeth, tumors, bone abnormalities, infections, and fractures.
Needed only occasionally, I typically recommend panoramic
x-rays once every three to five years, and for emergencies
related to wisdom teeth.

READY, SET, DIAGNOSE
Using what I learn from the tap, crack, and cold tests, the
x-rays, and my examination, I make my diagnosis. The most
common diagnoses are explained on the subsequent pages of
this section. For help understanding each, refer to the tooth
diagram on page 20.
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A cavity is a hole in a tooth that develops
because of decay. The hole grows bigger and deeper
with time, which is why you should have any cavity—no
matter how small—filled as soon as possible.

The main cause of decay is plaque, a sticky bacteria that
constantly forms on teeth and reacts with sugars in what
you eat and drink to produce acids that attack and weaken
tooth enamel. As the enamel weakens, teeth become more
vulnerable to decay, and cavities develop. Eventually the
decay eats through the enamel into the inner, softer layers of
the tooth. When this happens, you may end up with a toothache.
Cavities develop in three main locations:
		
1 On a tooth’s biting surfaces. This happens when
		 plaque becomes trapped in a tooth’s grooves or crevices,
		 often the result of missing these areas when brushing.
		
2 Between teeth. When teeth aren’t flossed daily, plaque
		 builds up on surfaces that cannot be reached by a
		 toothbrush alone.
		
3 On a tooth’s roots. When a tooth’s roots become exposed,
		 often as a result of gum disease, cavities can form. They
		 often do so quickly, because roots aren’t protected by the
		 hard enamel that covers the part of the tooth that’s visible
		 above the gum (see the diagram on page 20).
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DIAGNOSIS

CAVITY

TOOTH ENAMEL
4 MYTH OR FACT?

DIAGNOSIS

Tooth enamel is the hardest substance in the human body.

FACT. The body’s hardest substance is enamel. It’s even harder than
your bones.

4 MYTH OR FACT?

Enamel grows back.

MYTH. Once a tooth’s enamel is gone, you can’t regrow or replace it,
which is why it’s so important to brush and floss regularly, and have small
cavities filled as soon as possible so that they don’t become any bigger.

4 MYTH OR FACT?

Pain is your body’s way of alerting you that a tooth’s enamel is eroding.

FACT. When you experience pain from hot or cold foods or beverages,
it may be a sign that your enamel is eroding and that a cavity has formed
and is growing toward the tooth’s nerve. Keep in mind that it’s also possible
to have a cavity yet feel no pain.

SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS
The signs and symptoms of cavities vary, depending on
the size of the decay and its location. When a cavity is just
beginning, you may not have any symptoms at all. As the
cavity gets larger, you may notice:
4 Mild to sharp pain when eating or drinking hot, cold,
or excessively sweet foods or drinks
4 Toothaches
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4 Pain when you bite down

COMMON CAUSES
4 Not brushing or flossing often or thoroughly enough
4 Not having your teeth professionally cleaned and
examined at least twice a year
4 Drinking pop, energy drinks, sports drinks, or fruit
juices over long periods of time without brushing or
flossing afterward (These drinks continually bathe your
teeth in sugar and acids, especially if you sip them
throughout the day.)
4 Regularly eating foods that are sugary, chewy, and sticky
without brushing or flossing afterward (Even healthy
choices such as honey, pineapple, dried apricots, and
raisins can cause decay if they remain in contact with
your teeth for long periods.)

RECOMMENDED TREATMENT
Tooth-colored fillings (page 63) are the most common way to
treat cavities. If the decay is caught early, the filling will be
small. However, as decay progresses and the cavity becomes
bigger, the filling will need to be larger. Advanced cavities
may require crowns (page 67), root canals (page 71), and even
extractions (page 77).
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DIAGNOSIS

4 A visible brown or black hole or “pit” in the tooth

PAY NOW . . . OR PAY MORE LATER

DIAGNOSIS

Visiting a dentist regularly and taking care of your teeth now can save you
money in the long run.
For instance, a small cavity costs about $150 to fill. If left to continue to decay,
that same cavity may end up requiring a root canal and crown, which can cost
more than $3,000.
Continue to ignore the cavity, and your tooth may need to be removed, which
is an even costlier proposition; many dentists estimate that the lifetime cost
of a missing tooth can be as high as $20,000. Perhaps this is why Miguel de
Cervantes, the author of Don Quixote, said “Every tooth in a man’s head is more
valuable than a diamond.”
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When you chip or crack a tooth or injure
or irritate the inside of your mouth,
bacteria may cause an infection. If the

infection gets bad enough, it may swell and fill with a thick,
yellowish or greenish pus. Sometimes the pus drains, relieving
the pressure—and the pain.
Most of the time, however, the pus can’t drain and the area
becomes increasingly swollen and painful. This is known
as a dental abscess and is one way your body fights to keep
infection from spreading.
Dental abscesses can form very quickly, sometimes in just a
day or two. Typically quite painful, they can be accompanied
by chills, fever, nausea, vomiting, and even difficulty breathing.
There are two main types of dental abscesses:
4 Abscessed tooth. Also called a periapical abscess, this type
of abscess starts as an infection inside a tooth and spreads
to the bone around the roots of the tooth.
4 Abscessed gum. Also called a periodontal abscess because
it’s usually related to severe gum disease, a gum abscess is
caused by food and bacteria that become trapped in the
space between a tooth and the gum.
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DIAGNOSIS

DENTAL ABSCESS/FACIAL SWELLING

DIAGNOSIS

Both types of abscesses can quickly spread to the surrounding
teeth and jawbone and, if not treated, lead to painful facial
swelling. If you’ve ever seen anyone who looks as if they are
holding a golf ball inside their cheek, chances are they had a
dental abscess.
Abscesses are not only painful, they can be extremely
dangerous: If the swelling extends beyond the edge of your
chin or jawline, the abscess may start to obstruct your airway,
making it difficult to breathe.
Abscesses can even cause suffocation. I don’t say this to scare
you but to help you understand just how serious they can be. If
you have one, call your dentist right away. If he or she tells you
to wait a week or two (and many dentists do), don’t. Instead,
find another dentist who will take your concerns—and your
pain—seriously. Now!

SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS
4 Dull, throbbing pain that is severe and continuous
4 Sharp, shooting pain that is intermittent
4 Pain when chewing or biting
4 Pain that gets worse when you lie down
4 Sensitivity to hot or cold foods or drinks
4 Red or swollen gums
4 Swollen face or cheek, upper or lower jaw, or neck glands
4 Bad breath
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4 A bitter taste in your mouth

4 Fever, chills, nausea, and vomiting
4 Pain that lessens with consistent cold-water rinses
4 General discomfort or sense of feeling ill

ALL CLEAR? LET YOUR DENTIST DECIDE
Just because a tooth stops hurting, doesn’t mean all is well. In fact, it could
mean just the opposite. When infection spreads to the center of your tooth,
called the pulp, the pulp may die and your toothache may stop.
That may come as a relief, but the infection that caused the problem in the
first place may still be spreading. If left untreated, it can cause more serious
problems, and the pain will return, often with a vengeance.
That’s exactly what happened to Hector. Plagued for weeks by a toothache, he
called my office and made an appointment for later in the week. Then, the day
before the appointment, his toothache disappeared. Hector breathed a sigh of
relief and cancelled his appointment.
A few weeks later, he noticed a bitter taste in his mouth. A few days after
that, his toothache came roaring back, and he now had a swollen cheek that
made him look like a chipmunk with a mouth full of nuts. “It’s worse than
before,” Hector told my receptionist when he called to request an emergency
appointment.
That came as no surprise to me. I know from decades of experience that the end
of someone’s pain may actually be the beginning of something more serious:
that what started as a dying nerve will progress to a dead nerve and perhaps
even to a life-threatening abscess and infection.
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DIAGNOSIS

4 An open, draining sore, blister, or pimple inside your
mouth or on the side of your gum

COMMON CAUSES
DIAGNOSIS

4 Severe tooth decay. Most abscesses are caused by severe
tooth decay, which is typically the result of a cavity left
untreated.
4 Periodontal disease. Peridonatal disease, commonly
referred to as gum disease or gingivitis, can lead to
abscessed gums and even tooth loss when left untreated.
4 A chipped, cracked, or broken tooth. When a chip, crack,
or break in a tooth reaches the tooth’s nerve, the nerve
begins to die. It may go kicking and screaming, or it may
die so peacefully that you barely notice. Either way,
prompt treatment is important.

RECOMMENDED TREATMENT
To eliminate the infection, your dentist will lance and drain
the abscess and remove any diseased tissue by making a small
incision in the gum, cleaning it, and then rinsing it with sterile
water. The source of the tooth’s infection is then removed,
most commonly via a root canal (page 71). However, if the
damage is excessive, the tooth may need to be removed as
well (page 77).
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Although teeth are remarkably strong—
tooth enamel is the hardest substance in
the human body—they can chip, crack,
or break, especially if you clench or grind
them. Teeth can also be damaged by flying baseballs, hockey
pucks, or other facial trauma.

Many chips, cracks, and breaks are obvious; others are so
minuscule they don’t even show up on x-rays. This can make
them difficult to diagnose, especially if the pain associated
with them is intermittent.
To help diagnose the problem, your dentist may ask you to bite
down, tooth by tooth, on a Popsicle-like stick called a Tooth
Slooth. If you feel no pain, your tooth is fine. If you do feel
pain—either when biting down on the stick or when releasing
it—chances are you have a cracked tooth.

SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS
4 Pain when chewing even soft foods such as bread
4 Pain when breathing cold air
4 Sensitivity to hot or cold foods or drinks
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DIAGNOSIS

CHIPPED/CRACKED/BROKEN TOOTH

4 Sensitivity to sweet or sugary foods or drinks
4 A jagged or rough spot on a tooth that you can feel
with your tongue

DIAGNOSIS

KEEP YOUR TEETH SAFE
4 Don’t chew hard candy. Although sucking lollipops, jawbreakers, or
other hard candy may be harmless (as long as you brush and floss
afterward), chewing hard candy can chip or crack your teeth.
4 Don’t chew ice. Chewing ice can also chip or crack your teeth and may
even damage your gums. Doing so can also tire your jaw muscles, making it
difficult for them to work properly when chewing food.
4 Don’t use your teeth as tools. Teeth are for eating, not for opening
bottles, bobby pins, envelopes, or other objects that can chip, crack, or
otherwise damage your teeth.

COMMON CAUSES
4 Clenching or grinding your teeth
4 Large fillings, especially ones that are silver
4 Chewing or biting down on hard objects such as hard
candy, ice, unpopped popcorn kernels, and pens
4 Trauma
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If you have a very small chip at the top of a tooth, your dentist
can smooth the tooth until the chip disappears, not unlike how
you smooth a fingernail by filing it. This usually takes just a
few minutes.
If the chip is larger, your dentist may opt to repair it with a
filling (page 63), an easy and affordable solution that can be
colored, shaped, and polished to match your surrounding teeth.
Larger chips and minor cracks may need more extensive
treatment, such as a crown (page 67), while larger cracks that
extend from a tooth’s surface to its roots may also need a root
canal (page 71). If the damage is severe, extraction (page 77)
may be required, followed by either a dental implant (page 87)
or a dental bridge (page 91).
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DIAGNOSIS

RECOMMENDED TREATMENT
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A knocked-out permanent tooth,
referred to as an avulsed tooth, is
a true emergency—and the most
time-critical of all dental emergencies.
Head to your dentist’s office immediately. Here’s why:
You have only thirty to forty-five minutes from the time
a tooth is knocked out to have it replanted. But first you
have to find the missing tooth.
Assuming you do, carefully pick it up. Do not brush, scrub,
or otherwise touch the tooth’s roots as that will damage them
and decrease your dentist’s chances of replanting the tooth
successfully. Also, do not wrap the tooth in a napkin or paper
towel or allow the tooth to dry, as that will also reduce the
likelihood of it being saved.
Instead, rinse the tooth with warm water. (Be sure to plug
the sink first so you don’t accidentally lose the tooth down
the drain). Then, keep the tooth moist by putting it in a glass of
milk or inside your mouth. Be careful not to swallow the tooth.
If you can’t get to your dentist’s office within forty-five minutes
or your dentist’s office is closed, place the tooth back in its
socket, doing your best to align it with the surrounding teeth.
Once you’ve aligned it as best you can, apply pressure until you
feel the tooth “set.”
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DIAGNOSIS

KNOCKED-OUT TOOTH

DIAGNOSIS

While you may be tempted to run your tongue over the tooth
or even wiggle it to see how loose it is, don’t. Doing so will
make it more difficult for the tooth’s roots to re-attach and
may prolong or even prevent the tooth from replanting, which
can have a big impact on how you look and feel.
A missing tooth can be expensive. According to the National
Youth Sports Foundation for Safety, a knocked-out tooth that’s
not properly preserved or replanted can lead to lifetime dental
costs of $10,000-$20,000.5

A FEW OUNCES OF PREVENTION
While the best way to save a tooth is to keep it from being knocked out in
the first place, planning ahead can help. Consider buying a product such
as Save-A-Tooth, which comes with a few ounces of a liquid solution that
preserves and nourishes the roots of a tooth that has been knocked out.
Available at drugstores and online at less than $25, it’s a good investment
that can deliver much-needed peace of mind, especially if you or your kids
play sports.

SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS
4 A tooth that has been knocked loose or knocked
out completely
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No need to panic. Unlike adult teeth, baby teeth are never replanted, so the
loss of one is not a dental emergency. However, you may need to control your
child’s bleeding.
To do so, use a clean, wet washcloth or wet piece of gauze to apply direct
pressure to the gum. If your child is old enough, ask him or her to bite down
gently on the washcloth or gauze as the pressure will help slow the bleeding.
If the bleeding continues, your child may need stitches.
You may also want to feed your child soft foods for the next forty-eight to
seventy-two hours. And, of course, if you have any concerns about your child
or his or her teeth, schedule an appointment with your dentist to ensure there
isn’t any other damage.

COMMON CAUSES
4 Being hit in the face (by a baseball or hockey puck,
for example)
4 Other facial trauma
4 Tripping or falling

RECOMMENDED TREATMENT
Your dentist will examine your mouth and take x-rays to
determine if the tooth can be replanted. If so, your dentist
will splint it into place, using your adjacent teeth as anchors.
Then, you’ll return in a month or two so your dentist can
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DIAGNOSIS

KNOCKED-OUT BABY TOOTH?

ensure the tooth is stable. Assuming so, he or she will then
remove the splints, and your tooth should be just fine.

DIAGNOSIS

POTENTIAL SETBACKS
Some teeth cannot be replanted, while others may be rejected
after the splint is removed. In these instances, your dentist will
present other options, including a dental implant (page 87) and
a dental bridge (page 91).

MOUTH GUARDS MATTER
Parents spend thousands of dollars each year on shin guards, wrists pads,
helmets, and other athletic gear to protect their kids from harm while playing
sports. But one important—and highly visible—body part is often overlooked:
the mouth.
Damage to teeth, lips, and tongues are common sports-related injuries.
According to the American Dental Association, these injuries make up one-third
of all dental injuries, and mouth guards could prevent more than two-hundred
thousand such injuries each year from sports such as football, basketball,
soccer, and hockey.6 Mouth guards may also reduce serious injuries, including
concussions.7
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TYPES OF MOUTH GUARDS
1 Custom-made. Formed from highly moldable thermoplastic material,
these mouth guards are custom-made from an impression of your teeth
by a dentist or other dental professional who knows you and takes into
account your age, your sport, and other relevant factors. While these
mouth guards can cost anywhere from $100-$200, they offer the best
fit, making them more comfortable than other types. And because they’re
more comfortable, they’re worn more often.

2 Mouth-formed. Generally made of acrylic gel, you place these

commercially produced mouth guards in boiling water to soften them.
Then, while the mouth guard is still hot and thus pliable, you insert it
into your mouth and shape it to fit. While these mouth guards are less
expensive—they typically cost less than $100—they aren’t nearly as
effective as custom-made mouth guards.

3 Ready-made. Also commercially produced and available at most sporting
goods stores, these off-the-shelf mouth guards cost as little as $5-$10.
But because they aren’t fitted to your mouth and teeth, they’re the least
comfortable—and the least effective.

My patient Gus is the dad of three hockey-playing teens, as well as a coach. He’s
seen firsthand the damage hockey pucks can do. As a result, he knows the value
of mouth guards and advises all parents—as do I—to invest in custom-made
mouth guards that have been expertly fitted by a dentist.
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DIAGNOSIS

There are three main types of mouth guards:
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If you experience pain just in front of your
ears when opening or closing your mouth,

you may have a temporomandibular disorder (TMD), which
is related to the temporomandibular joints (TMJs) located on
both sides of the head. These joints, the most complicated in
the human body, work together—along with your muscles,
ligaments, discs, and bones—to make the movements required
for chewing and speaking.
TMD manifests in different ways. Some people experience
earaches or shoulder pain, while others suffer from headaches
or migraines. Some hear their jaw pop, while others have
trouble swallowing or making facial expressions.
Most common in young women, TMD is a real problem that
should be taken seriously. However, it’s tough to diagnose
because it often mirrors other health issues, including arthritis,
Lyme disease, and sinusitis. If you experience any of the signs
and symptoms listed on the next page for more than a few weeks,
schedule an appointment with your dentist.

JAW PAIN CAN BE SERIOUS
Jaw pain, especially in conjunction with pain in your chest or shoulder, may
indicate a heart attack. If you think you may be experiencing one, call 911 or
go to your hospital emergency room immediately.
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DIAGNOSIS

TEMPOROMANDIBULAR DISORDER

SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS
4 Pain or tenderness in your face, jaw joint, neck, or upper
shoulders (on one or both sides)

DIAGNOSIS

4 Pain or tenderness in or around one or both ears when you
chew, speak, or open your mouth wide
4 Problems chewing
4 A suddenly uncomfortable bite, as if your upper and lower
teeth no longer fit together the way they used to
4 Jaws that “stick” or lock” while either open or closed
4 Clicking, popping, or grating sounds while chewing or
when opening or closing your mouth
4 Swelling on either side of your face
4 A tired feeling in your face
4 Headaches
4 Earaches

DO YOU GRIND YOUR TEETH?
If you grind your teeth, something many people do in their sleep without even
realizing it, you may be damaging your teeth and jaws. Talk to your dentist about
tools and techniques that can help reduce grinding and prevent permanent damage.
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COMMON CAUSES

4 Grinding or clenching your teeth, which exerts pressure on
your jaw, jaw joints, and the muscles of your head and neck
4 Arthritis in your jaw joints
4 Loose ligaments that don’t hold the TMJs together tightly
or properly
4 Whiplash or other injury to your jaw, jaw joints, facial
joints, or the muscles of your head and neck

RECOMMENDED TREATMENT
Because the symptoms and severity of TMD vary from person
to person, a one-size-fits-all approach isn’t practical. Instead,
you, your dentist, and, in many cases, your doctor, should
discuss all your options before agreeing on a treatment plan.
I always recommend starting out conservatively by choosing
noninvasive, easily reversible treatments that do not involve
surgery. Because many jaw joint and muscle problems are
stress-induced, I typically advise my patients to first reduce
their stress, which I know is easier said than done. I also advise
them to learn and regularly practice relaxation techniques.
Jaw exercises can also help strengthen muscles and improve
flexibility and range of motion. Your dentist can give you a list
of recommended exercises or you can find them online.
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DIAGNOSIS

4 Stress, which can cause you to clench your teeth or tighten
your facial and jaw muscles

I also advise eating soft foods and avoiding wide yawning,
loud singing, gum chewing, and extreme jaw movements.

DIAGNOSIS

For pain, I recommend applying ice packs or cold compresses
(page 11) and over-the-counter pain relievers such as Advil,
Motrin, or Tylenol as allowed by your physician. If the pain
persists or gets worse, I sometimes prescribe a stronger pain or
anti-inflammatory medication or muscle relaxants.

RELAX, THERE’S AN APP FOR THAT
Breathe2Relax
A portable stress management tool, this app teaches you how to breathe from
your belly, a technique that has been taught for centuries as a way of helping
people relax.
Breathing Zone
Featuring a clinically proven therapeutic breathing exercise, this app comes
with easy-to-follow voice instructions and calming sounds that can help reduce
your stress and anxiety within just minutes. The breathing exercise also helps
decrease your heart rate and lower your blood pressure.
Relax Melodies
Whether you want to relax while awake or get a better night’s sleep, this app can
help. It features more than fifty sounds such as the ocean, birds, and rain. Set the
timer, and it will stop playing. Set the alarm, and it will wake you.
Depending on the severity of the jaw pain and its cause, I may
recommend a night guard. Similar to a mouth guard, a night
guard is an appliance that fits in your mouth and provides a
protective barrier between upper and lower teeth.
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DIAGNOSIS

For some people, surgery is an option. However, the long-term
safety and effectiveness of surgical treatments for TMD are still
in question, so please proceed cautiously as such treatments
cannot be reversed.
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Mouth sores—which can occur anywhere
in the mouth, including the bottom of the
mouth, inner cheeks, gums, lips, tongue,
and back of the throat—are common.
About 80 percent of Americans will have a mouth sore at
some point.8

Sores can be small or large, barely noticeable, or extremely
painful. Most are benign, but some can be cancerous. In fact,
according to the American Cancer Society, nearly fifty-thousand
Americans will be diagnosed with oral and oropharyngeal
(the middle part of the throat behind the mouth) cancer in
2017; ninety-seven hundred will die from the disease.9 Most of
them will be men, as men face twice the risk of developing oral
cancer than women; men over age fifty face even greater risk.10
While oral cancer used to be closely linked to the use of
tobacco (and alcohol), cancer rates remain steady, even though
smoking rates have declined. One reason for this is the
sexually transmitted human papilloma virus (HPV) types 16
and 18. Recent studies indicate that 70 percent of cancers of
the oropharynx may be linked to HPV.11 Non-smoking white
males ages thirty-five to fifty-five are most at risk, four times
more than females.12
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DIAGNOSIS

ORAL CANCER

DIAGNOSIS

In the past, oral cancer had to be visible to be diagnosed,
which is why survival rates weren’t very high. Now, special
multi-spectral lights—the one I use is called Identafi—make
it easier to see and diagnosis oral cancer in the early stages,
giving patients survival rates of up to 90 percent.

PROTECT YOURSELF
Mouth sores can be an early indication of oral cancer. So, as part of every dental
exam, I and most dentists perform an oral cancer screening, carefully examining
your lips, cheeks, tongue, the floor and roof of your mouth, the back of your
throat, and your tonsils for any red, white, or red-and-white sores, which can be
a sign of oral cancer.
If I see any, I numb your mouth, remove a small piece of the sore, and send it to a
pathology lab to determine if it’s cancerous.
But the real key isn’t detection; it’s prevention. To prevent oral cancer:
4 Practice safe sex, limit the number of sexual partners, and consider a vaccine
such as Gardasil.
4 Don’t smoke or chew tobacco.
4 Limit alcohol to two drinks per day.
4 Wear lip balm with SPF 15 or higher at all times.
4 Wear a wide-brimmed hat to shade your lips (and your face) from the sun.
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SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS
4 A red sore

DIAGNOSIS

4 A white sore
4 A red-and-white sore
4 A sore that doesn’t heal
4 A blister
4 A sore throat
4 Areas of numbness in your mouth
4 Difficult or painful chewing or swallowing
4 Loose teeth

ORAL CANCER: ON THE RISE FOR MEN
Oral cancer insurance claims for American men jumped 61 percent from 2011
to 2015, according to the independent nonprofit FAIR Health.13 Men filed nearly
three times as many claims as women, and the most dramatic increases were in
throat and tongue cancer.
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COMMON CAUSES
4 The human papilloma virus (HPV)

DIAGNOSIS

4 Smoking or chewing tobacco
4 Heavy alcohol use
4 Infection
4 Long-term irritation from a sharp or broken tooth, braces,
or a poor-fitting partial or denture
4 Sun exposure
4 A weak immune system

RECOMMENDED TREATMENT
Even if you do nothing, most mouth sores heal quickly—often
in just a few hours rather than the few days it typically takes
for an elbow scrape or even a paper cut to heal. That’s because
our mouths are made mostly of mucosal tissue, which is
easier for our bodies to repair than skin tissue. Another reason
is because our mouths have a strong blood supply, which
increases the speed at which wounds clot and heal.
However, if a sore in your mouth is tender or slow to heal, you
can reduce pain and hasten healing by gargling with warm salt
water (page 12). Over-the-counter remedies such as Orabase
can ease the pain of sores on lips and gums, while Abreva and
Blistex Lip Medex may help with canker sores, cold sores,
and other sores that occur on the outside of your mouth.
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But what if a sore doesn’t heal? If you have a sore that lasts
longer than two weeks or one accompanied by a fever, rash,
or difficulty swallowing, make an appointment to see your
dentist immediately.

SORE SMARTS
Fill in each blank with the correct answer from the list below. Correct answers
can be found at the bottom of the box.

1

Cold sores are caused by _________________.

2

_________________ sores are contagious.

3

More women than men seem to get _________________ sores.

4

Cold sores are often preceded by a _________________ sensation.

5

Canker sores have a _________________ outer ring.
cold
herpes simplex virus
red
canker
tingling
Correct answers: 1-b, 2-a, 3-d, 4-e, 5-c.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
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DIAGNOSIS

Avoiding hot foods and drinks, as well as citrusy, salty, and
spicy foods can also help. So can staying clear of alcohol.

SECTION

3

TREATMENT

“When you see my dad, he does everything he can to make sure
you’re comfortable. He’ll distract you with cool things like free
laughing gas and give you video glasses so you can watch a DVD.
If you don’t see my dad, please see another dentist. Take care of
your teeth because they’re the only ones you get.”
~ Rachel Shamblott
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TREATING YOUR PAIN
Once your dentist has made a diagnosis,
he or she develops a comprehensive
treatment plan just for you. A roadmap for your
dental care, the plan outlines:

4 The exact treatment your dentist recommends
4 A timeframe for having the treatment performed
4 Estimated costs before and after insurance
4 Anything else your dentist considers important

ONE SIZE FITS YOU
It’s important to feel good about your treatment plan, so if
you have questions or are uncomfortable with any aspect of it,
talk with your dentist. He or she can explain your options, the
advantages and disadvantages of each, and help you determine
which is right for you. Your dentist can—and should—also
explain the potential consequences of delaying or not
completing treatment.
If you still have questions or are uncertain about which
treatment option is best for you, you have the right to seek
an opinion from another dentist.
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Before agreeing to any treatment, ask your dentist if he or
she offers a warranty on the work needed and, if so, what
the warranty covers.
My practice offers:
4 A two-year warranty on dental sealants and composite
fillings
4 A three-year warranty on dentures (both partial and full)
4 A five-year warranty on crowns, bridges, inlays, and
onlays
To view our warranty, visit www.shamblottfamilydentistry.com
and download the New Patient Form, which you’ll find in the
left column at the bottom of the home page. (Note: For our
warranty to be active, you must return to our office to have
your teeth cleaned and examined at least twice a year.)

PAYING FOR YOUR TREATMENT
If you’re worried about paying for dental care, find out
if your dentist offers any payment, financing, or discount
programs. Many dentists do. Here’s what we offer at
Shamblott Family Dentistry:
4 Payment options. If you do not have dental insurance,
we offer a 5 percent discount when you pay in full at the
time of your treatment.
4 Financing options. To help you pay out-of-pocket
dental expenses for yourself and your family, we offer
two programs: CareCredit and Lending Club. In some
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of the programs, I even offer to pay my patients’ interest
for the first twelve months, essentially offering interestfree financing for an entire year.
4 Discount options. Discount programs such as Smile
Savers (page 61), which I offer to people without dental
insurance, can save you up to 15 percent each year. Unlike
traditional dental insurance, these plans have no eligibility
standards, plan limits, or waiting periods.

PRE-TREATMENT ESTIMATES
Some insurance providers offer what is referred to as a pre-treatment estimate
for more expensive treatments, such as crowns, bridges, dentures, and implants.
During a pre-treatment estimate, a benefits administrator reviews your dental
records and x-rays, your diagnosis, your insurance coverage, and the treatment
plan proposed by your dentist to determine how much of the total cost will be
covered by insurance and how much you will be responsible for paying.
Keep in mind that pre-treatment estimates are not a guarantee. When your
treatment is complete and you or your dentist files a claim, your insurance
company will calculate its actual payment, taking into account your current
eligibility, annual deductibles, and out-of-pocket maximums. Plan limitations
will also be considered and could have an impact on how much your insurance
will cover.
Finally, pre-treatment estimates usually take three to four weeks, so if you
need emergency treatment, it may not be possible to wait for a pre-treatment
estimate.
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TREATMENT OPTIONS
Once I have diagnosed and explained your options—and you
have chosen the one that is right for you—we start treatment.
The most common treatment options are explained on the
subsequent pages of this section.

NITROUS OXIDE
Before I begin treating you, I offer you nitrous oxide, also known as laughing gas.
Inhaled through a small mask that fits over your nose, this clear, sweet-smelling
gas helps you feel more calm, comfortable, and relaxed. It also helps relieve
minor pain. What’s more, the gas wears off quickly—usually in five to ten
minutes—without any side effects.
I believe so strongly in the value of nitrous oxide that I offer it to all my
patients . . . for free. Most other dentists charge $80-$100 for it each time,
and the cost is typically an out-of-pocket expense, even for those with
dental insurance.
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SAVINGS WORTH SMILING ABOUT
Shamblott Family Dentistry’s Smile Savers Adult Cleaning and Maintenance
Program includes routine preventive dental care, emergency exams, and
discounts on most dental treatments for those without dental insurance.
You pay one low annual fee and receive the following each year:
4 Two cleanings
4 Two regular exams
4 Two fluoride treatments
4 One bitewing x-ray series
4 One emergency exam
You also save 15 percent on all other in-office services, including:
4 Additional x-rays
4 Tooth-colored fillings, crowns, and bridges
4 Root canals
4 Extractions, including wisdom teeth
4 Partials and dentures
4 Dental implants
4 Cosmetic care, including teeth whitening and veneers
For details about the program and to sign up, visit the Shamblott Family
Dentistry website at www.shamblottfamilydentistry.com/smile-savers.
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FILLING
A filling is how a dentist restores teeth
damaged by decay. Fillings serve two important
functions: They help prevent future decay, and they help
restore a tooth’s shape, function, and appearance.

Fillings come in all shapes and sizes and are made from a
variety of materials. Which material is best depends on the
size, shape, and location of the tooth, as well as the size,
shape, and location of the filling. For many people, cost is
also a factor, as is insurance coverage.

4 Silver fillings. Sometimes called amalgam fillings, silver
fillings are composed of a mixture of silver and other
metals. Although less expensive than other fillings,
silver fillings are unpopular because of their dark color,
which can detract from a person’s smile. (These fillings
can also cause a wedging effect that can lead to cracked
teeth, which is why I never use them.)
4 Composite fillings. Composite fillings are made from a
moldable plastic and glass mixture that is bonded to a
tooth’s surface with a special adhesive. The filling is
applied in layers and hardened via a special blue light that
instantly turns each layer into a rock-hard surface that is
strong enough for chewing. Because composite fillings
are made to match the color of your teeth, they are
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Here are the three most common types of fillings:

popular for front teeth, as well as visible back teeth.
However, they are not a particularly good choice for
filling larger cavities.
4 Porcelain fillings. Although more expensive than other
fillings, porcelain fillings are more resistant to staining
than composite fillings. They also last far longer than other
fillings, sometimes up to thirty years longer. These fillings
come in two main types: inlays and onlays. Inlays are great
for filling small cavities, while onlays, sometimes referred
to as partial crowns, are ideal for larger cavities and areas
subject to maximum chewing pressure.

WHAT TO EXPECT
Some dentists, myself included, will first offer you nitrous
oxide (laughing gas) to help you relax. Then, your dentist
will numb your gums and give you a local anesthetic such
as Novocain or Lidocaine. Once certain you are completely
numb, your dentist will remove the decayed portion of your
tooth and fill it.

TREATMENT

FOLLOW-UP CARE
The best way to care for your fillings is to practice good oral
care. Brush and floss daily, and visit your dentist at least twice
a year for cleanings and exams.
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POTENTIAL SETBACKS
After being filled, some teeth may become sensitive to hot and
cold. Others may develop wedging and cracking, and may
eventually require a crown and possibly a root canal.

ESTIMATED COST

TREATMENT

Silver filling: $-$$
Composite filling: $$-$$$
Porcelain filling: $$$-$$$$
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CROWN
A crown is a tooth-shaped “cap” used to
cover a damaged tooth in order to hold
it together, strengthen it, or improve its
appearance, shape, or alignment. I tell

my patients that putting a crown on a tooth is like putting a
permanent cast on a broken bone. Just as the cast prevents
the broken bone from further damage, a crown prevents a
broken, cracked, or chipped tooth from further damage. The
major difference is that a crown is permanent, while a cast is
temporary. The reason? Unlike bones, teeth don’t heal.
Dentists typically recommend crowns to:
4 Fill a large cavity or replace a large filling when there
isn’t enough tooth left to support the filling

4 Restore a fractured tooth or protect a weak tooth from
fracturing
4 Prevent a chipped or cracked tooth from further chipping
or cracking
4 Cover a tooth that has had a root canal (Although not all
teeth with root canals need a crown, most back teeth do.)
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4 Improve the color, shape, or position of a discolored or
poorly shaped tooth, including for cosmetic purposes

4 Anchor a dental bridge (page 91)
Crowns are also placed on top of dental implants (page 87) to
provide the tooth-like shape and structure needed to chew and
speak properly (and that others expect to see).

IT’S YOUR CHOICE
Crowns used to be made exclusively from gold and other metal alloys.
However, new tooth-colored materials are just as strong as gold, which is why
I and most other dentists now use them, even for large crowns on back teeth.

WHAT TO EXPECT
Crowns typically require two visits:

TREATMENT

4 Visit One. During this visit, your dentist will numb you,
then use a drill to reduce the size of your tooth so that the
crown can fit over it. Once your tooth is the proper size,
your dentist will make a digital impression of it and the
surrounding teeth. Then your dentist will prepare and place
a temporary crown to cover and protect your tooth until
your new permanent crown is ready. He or she will then
send your impression to a dental laboratory where a
trained technician will use the impression and your
dentist’s detailed instructions to custom-make your crown.
4 Visit Two. When your crown is ready, typically two to
three weeks after your temporary crown was placed, your
dentist will remove the temporary crown and cement the
permanent one in place.
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FOLLOW-UP CARE
After each visit, you can return to your regular activities.
However, your tooth, gum, and mouth may be a little sore.
To reduce this soreness:
4 Take an over-the-counter pain reliever such as Advil,
Motrin, or Tylenol as allowed by your physician.
4 Rinse your mouth several times a day with the warm
saltwater solution described on page 12.
Also brush and floss daily, and visit your dentist at least twice
a year for cleanings and exams.

POTENTIAL SETBACKS
While crowns can last decades, they sometimes come loose,
fall out, chip, or crack. They can also decay around the edges
if you do not brush or floss often enough. If this happens, your
crown will likely need to be removed and replaced.

TREATMENT

ESTIMATED COST
$$$-$$$$
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ROOT CANAL
If you need a root canal, technically
referred to as root canal treatment or root
canal therapy, you’re not alone. Millions of
teeth are saved each year via this important procedure, during
which your dentist removes the nerve tissue, or pulp, from
the center of a dying, infected, or dead tooth, then cleans
and seals it.

Take my patient Jackie, for instance. She put off having a root
canal for nearly a year. Then just two days before she was to
leave on a two-week overseas vacation, she called my office
complaining of a severe toothache. My assistant asked her to
come in right away and, just as I expected, the dying tooth I’d
pinpointed earlier had gone from bad to worse; it now had a
major crack.
Jackie still didn’t want a root canal, but she figured having one
performed by me, a dentist she’d been seeing for years, would
be preferable to having an emergency one performed by an
unfamiliar dentist in an unfamiliar country.
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You’re also not alone if you dread the very thought of a root
canal. Many of my patients jest that they’d rather give birth
without drugs than have a root canal. Although the term is often
used as a synonym for pain and torture, I’m happy to report that
most of my patients discover that the procedure is “no big deal.”

As so many of my patients report after the fact, Jackie told me
she couldn’t believe how pain-free the procedure was.
My patient Michelle also had a positive experience, one she
described as a “piece of cake.” Here’s what she had to say
about it:
“I was about to leave for a week of business in Malaysia,
departing Sunday, returning Friday, and my wedding was two
weeks later. I’d been ignoring some pain in an upper right
tooth for several days. I woke up on Saturday with a really
bad toothache and finally had to admit just how much it hurt.
I called Dr. Shamblott’s office—thank goodness it’s open on
Saturdays—and got a 10 a.m. appointment. Dr. Shamblott
performed a root canal and gave me a temporary crown so that
I could travel as planned. The root canal and recovery were
both a piece of cake.”
Michelle was grateful not to need an emergency root canal
in the middle of her business trip to Malaysia. She was also
grateful I replaced her temporary crown with a new one when
she returned so she could enjoy a worry-free wedding and
honeymoon.

TREATMENT

Like Michelle, most people need a root canal when the nerve
or pulp—the soft area within the tooth that contains the nerve,
blood vessels, and connective tissue—in the root of a tooth
becomes irritated, inflamed, infected, or dead.
What causes this damage? There are a variety of causes,
including deep decay, chips, cracks, and failing crowns.
Trauma, such as a hard hit to the jaw, can also affect a tooth’s
pulp, even if there are no visible chips or cracks, and even if
the trauma occurred years or even decades ago.
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A TALE OF TWO ROOTS
“It was the best of times, it was the worst of times.” These words are the first
sentence of Charles Dickens’ A Tale of Two Cities. They are also an apt description
of what can happen when a tooth’s pulp/nerve dies. This typically happens in
one of two ways: so peacefully you don’t even realize it, or kicking and screaming
every step of the way.
If you experience the latter, one thing you can do to help “calm” the nerve is sip
ice-cold water every few minutes.
But what if the nerve stops hurting? Chances are it’s gone from dying to dead.
That may feel like a big relief, but it’s likely to be short-lived because once a
tooth has died, the infection inside multiplies even faster, making it only a
matter of time before the pain returns.

WHAT TO EXPECT

Your dentist begins by giving you nitrous oxide (laughing
gas) to relax you, then a local anesthetic such as Novocain or
Lidocaine to numb you. If the pulp in your tooth is acutely
infected and therefore extremely painful, it may take time for
you to become numb. Dentists understand this and won’t start
treatment until you are completely numb.
Your dentist then uses a dental drill to create a small hole in
your tooth through which he or she removes the infected pulp
and/or damaged area of the tooth. This is not painful; the area
is numb and the pulp being removed is already dead or dying.
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Thanks to advances in technology, root canals are generally no
big deal. What’s more, they can often be completed in a single
two- to three-hour appointment.

Your dentist then places a thin piece of rubber, called a rubber
dam, over your tooth. The rubber dam extends out of your
mouth, keeping your tongue, lips, and cheeks out of the way.
This not only speeds up the procedure, it shortens your recovery.
Your dentist then carefully cleans and disinfects the remaining
tooth and fills it with rubber-like material called gutta-percha.
Gutta-percha refers to a certain class of trees and the natural
latex produced from the sap of these trees.
Finally, your dentist restores the tooth with a crown (page 67).
This is required on most teeth because root canals make teeth
brittle and prone to cracking.

FOLLOW-UP CARE
4 Apply an ice pack or cold compress (page 11) to your
cheek or other painful area.
4 Rinse your mouth several times a day with a warm
saltwater solution (page 12).

TREATMENT

4 Take an over-the-counter pain reliever such as Advil,
Motrin, or Tylenol as allowed by your physician, or a
stronger pain medication as prescribed by your dentist.
Your dentist may also prescribe an antibiotic to fight
infection.
4 Avoid chewing on hard foods such as ice, which can harm
root canals and cause teeth to break.
4 Practice good dental care by brushing and flossing daily.
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4 Visit your dentist at least twice a year for cleanings
and exams.

POTENTIAL SETBACKS
For most people, root canals are painless procedures that go
exactly as planned. However, as with any surgery, complications
can occur. For instance, if a dentist misses a root (this can
happen as teeth don’t always have the same number of roots),
left-behind bacteria may continue to grow and spread. And if
the filling isn’t placed far enough into a root’s canal or if a
root’s canal is not properly sealed, the infection could remain
a problem.
Keep in mind that once a root canal is complete, your tooth
usually requires a crown. If you delay getting the crown for too
long, the root canal will eventually fail and need to be redone;
the tooth may even need to be extracted (page 77) and replaced
with an implant (page 87).

ESTIMATED COST
TREATMENT

$$$-$$$$
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EXTRACTION
The word “extract” simply means to “pull
out,” which is exactly what dentists do
with a tooth that is so badly cracked
or damaged by decay or trauma that it
cannot be saved.

Wisdom teeth, sometimes called “third molars,” frequently
require extraction. This typically happens when they are
“impacted,” which simply means they are stuck inside the
jawbone and unable to emerge, either because there is not
enough jaw space for them or because they are positioned
poorly. Even if these impacted teeth aren’t causing pain, they
may be pushing against and causing damage to other teeth,
which is why they’re typically removed.
Infection and gum disease can also lead to an extraction
because they eat away the bone that surrounds a tooth’s roots.
Without this bone, the tooth becomes loose, and eventually
wiggly. Once this happens, odds are the tooth will need to
come out.
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Teeth may also be extracted for other reasons. For instance,
some people have more teeth than their mouth has room for.
Others may want to get braces and need to remove one or
more teeth so their other teeth line up properly. Still others
may want a dental implant (page 87) instead of a crown (page
67). When this is the case, the tooth must first be removed in
order for the implant to be placed.

But rest assured, your dentist will first do everything possible to
save your tooth, only removing it if absolutely necessary. And
while cosmetic considerations may make you reluctant to have
a tooth removed, replacing it is easier and more affordable than
ever, thanks to advances in crowns and dental implants.
If you are considering an implant, you and your dentist should
begin planning right away because, once a tooth is extracted,
the jawbone that once held it in place begins to shrink in
height and thickness, sometimes by up to 75 percent. To
minimize this erosion, a dental bone graft (page 83) is placed
at the time of extraction so that, as soon as you’ve healed,
your implant can be put in place.

FINANCIAL CONCERNS

					
Some people opt to have an extraction for financial reasons, thinking that
it’s cheaper than the alternative. While that can be the case in the short term, it’s
almost always not so in the long term. So while it may be tempting to think of
an extraction as a cost-effective alternative to treatment, I urge you to reconsider.

TREATMENT

Here are three tips that can help:
4 Call your insurance company. If you have dental insurance, review your
policy to make sure you understand the basics, then call your provider to
learn more about what’s covered.
4 Look for a dentist who offers financing options. I and many other
dentists offer programs such as CareCredit and Lending Club, both of which
come with a range of financing options.
4 Look for a dentist who offers free services or reduced fees. When you
come to my office, your first exam and set of x-rays are free. You also get free
nitrous oxide (laughing gas) at every appointment (except for the exam; 		
laws require you be fully aware for that).
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WHAT TO EXPECT
Most extractions are performed by dentists, although some
require an oral surgeon, which is a dentist with specialized
training who performs mouth-related surgery. (For patient
convenience, an oral surgeon comes to our office regularly
to handle complicated extractions and place implants. Our
patients appreciate having these procedures performed in the
safe, comfortable office they’re already familiar with.)
Your dentist or oral surgeon will begin by giving you nitrous
oxide (laughing gas) to help you relax, followed by a local
anesthetic such as Novocain or Lidocaine to numb the area
around the tooth that needs to be removed. The amount of
anesthetic will depend upon your age and weight, how many
teeth you need removed, and whether those teeth are loose
or impacted. If you need more than one tooth pulled, your
dentist or oral surgeon may recommend a general anesthetic to
put you to sleep for the entire procedure.

While many people fear extractions, many of my patients say
they’re “no big deal.” Take Rob, for instance. He was at his
desk shortly after lunch on a Thursday when he realized his
right upper jaw hurt.
Although the pain wasn’t severe, Rob intuitively knew
something wasn’t right so he called my office and explained
his situation. My office manager instructed him to come in
right away. That turned out to be a good thing as Rob had an
infected wisdom tooth that needed to be extracted.
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Once the tooth is removed, your dentist will stop the bleeding
by placing a damp gauze pad in its place. A stitch or two—
usually self-dissolving so you don’t need to make a return
visit—may be placed as well.

Here’s what he later told me about his experience: “It was a
quick appointment. Once I was good and numb, it took only
about 30 seconds. That was it! I couldn’t believe it. I also
couldn’t believe I didn’t have any pain afterwards. Sure, it was
tender to chew on that side of my mouth for a few days, but I
was able to leave the very next day for a three-week business
trip to Germany and Morocco. I wouldn’t have wanted to have
my tooth pulled in either one of those places. Nor would I have
wanted to tell my boss that I had to cancel the trip.”

FOLLOW-UP CARE
Although having a tooth or two pulled isn’t considered major
surgery, you shouldn’t plan on going back to work afterward.
Instead, go home, relax, and recover. How long that will take
varies from person to person. Some people feel fine later the
same day, while others require several days to fully recover.
To reduce your discomfort, minimize the risk of infection, and
speed your recovery, here’s the follow-up care I recommend:
Immediately

TREATMENT

4 Bite firmly but gently for thirty minutes on the damp gauze
pad placed by your dentist. Doing so will reduce bleeding
and help a clot to form in the tooth socket, the hole where
your tooth used to be. This clot is an important part of the
healing process and helps protect the nerves that lie
beneath your jawbone.
4 Take painkillers as prescribed by your dentist. (Do not take
aspirin! It will increase your bleeding, rather than stop it.)
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4 Apply an ice pack or cold compress (page 11) to your
cheek or the area that hurts.
First Twenty-four to Forty-eight Hours
4 Relax for at least twenty-four hours, and limit activity for
the first forty-eight hours.
4 When lying down, prop your head up with pillows as lying
flat may prolong bleeding.
4 Drink and eat gently so you don’t dislodge the healing clot.
At first, choose only liquids or soft foods, such as broth,
soup, pudding, or yogurt. DO NOT drink scalding hot
liquids, which can irritate the extraction site. And DO NOT
use a straw as it can also dislodge the healing clot.
4 Avoid alcohol as it can thin your blood and slow healing.
And never mix alcohol and prescription pain medications;
doing so can be deadly.

4 After twenty-four hours, rinse your mouth several times
a day with a warm saltwater solution (page 12), and
begin brushing and flossing your teeth as you normally
would, being careful to avoid the healing area.
Longer term
4 Brush and floss daily, and see your dentist at least twice
a year for cleanings and exams.
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4 Don’t smoke. Smoking can inhibit healing and cause a
dry socket. (See page 82.)

POTENTIAL SETBACKS
Chances are you’ll heal just fine; most patients do. Occasionally
though, some patients—typically those who smoke or who have
had lower wisdom teeth extracted—develop a “dry socket.” This
occurs when the healing blood clot that forms in the hole where
your tooth used to be breaks off or breaks down too early.
Typically, a dry socket begins to cause pain the third day after
surgery. If you develop one, don’t panic; a dry socket is easy
to heal with SockIt! A wound dressing designed specifically
for oral use, we often send SockIt! home with our patients as
a preventive measure. (If you need some, just call or come in.)
SockIt! comes in an easy-to-use syringe. Just apply a small
amount to the socket four times a day until the syringe is empty.

WHO GETS DRY SOCKET?
According to research, those most likely to get a dry socket are:
4 People who smoke (Smoking is the most common cause of dry socket.)
4 People who have impacted lower teeth removed, especially wisdom teeth
4 Young women

TREATMENT

4 Women taking birth control pills

ESTIMATED COST
$-$$$ (depends on the number of teeth being extracted and the
complexity of each extraction)
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DENTAL BONE GRAFT
If you’ve ever watched a medical drama
on TV, you’ve probably heard of a bone
graft, which is a way of transplanting
bone tissue in order to fix damaged
bones or encourage new bone to grow
around an implanted device, such as an
artificial knee.
Dental bone grafts are performed for similar reasons: to repair
damage to a person’s jawbone or to get new bone to grow so
an implant—a titanium post—can be placed in the jawbone to
hold a replacement tooth or dental bridge (page 91).

The reason a bone graft is necessary in these instances is
because the jawbone erodes; the longer a tooth is missing, the
more erosion and the greater the need to build up the jawbone
(with bone or bonelike material) to ensure it is both tall and
wide enough to hold the implant.
Although a dental bone graft can be done weeks or months
after a tooth has been extracted, it’s much easier and less
expensive when done at the same time.
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While a bone graft may sound scary, it’s actually a safe,
relatively simple procedure for anyone who wants an implant
after having been without a tooth for a period of time.

WHAT TO EXPECT
First, it’s important to understand that a bone graft takes time
to heal—typically three to four months—because you have to
wait long enough for the graft to fuse to your existing bone.
Exactly how long that will take depends on the type (for
example, natural or synthetic), size, and location of your
bone graft and how quickly your body heals.
If you have a denture, it will need to be adjusted to ensure
it’s not putting pressure on the graft. If you have natural teeth
near your bone graft, your dentist may be able to construct
a temporary partial or full denture (page 95) that both looks
good and protects the area.

FOLLOW-UP CARE
Your dentist or the oral surgeon who performs the procedure
will give you a prescription for pain medication and antibiotics,
both of which you should fill immediately and take as prescribed.
You should also:

TREATMENT

4 Apply an ice pack or cold compress (page 11) to your
cheek or other area that hurts.
4 Use warm saltwater rinses (page 12) four times per day.
4 Avoid all mouthwashes, especially those with alcohol as it
can dry out oral tissues and hinder healing.
4 Brush and floss daily, and see your dentist at least twice
a year for cleanings and exams.
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POTENTIAL SETBACKS
The success rate of bone grafts is very high, especially for
people who don’t smoke. However, if not cared for properly,
the graft may not heal.

ESTIMATED COST

TREATMENT

$$-$$$
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DENTAL IMPLANT
Dental implants are the closest thing to a
permanent replacement for missing teeth.
A dental implant is a small, threaded titanium post surgically
inserted into your jawbone to replace a tooth’s roots. Over
time, new bone grows around the post, securely holding it
in place, just the way roots hold a tooth in place.

The post is then used to anchor one of three things: a single
tooth, called a crown; a dental bridge, which is several
artificially constructed teeth in a row; or a denture. (For more
information on crowns, bridges, and dentures, turn to pages
67, 91, and 95 respectively.)

What’s more, an implant is cosmetically attractive as well
because it is not visible once the crown, bridge, or denture has
been placed on top of it.
Another advantage of dental implants is that they stand on
their own: they don’t need support from surrounding teeth,
which means they can be used when bridges—which require
teeth on both sides of a missing tooth—cannot.
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One important advantage of dental implants is the fact that
they eventually fuse to your jawbone. So, unlike with a
denture, you never have to worry about an implant slipping or
falling out, nor do you have to deal with messy adhesives.

One disadvantage of dental implants is that they typically
aren’t covered by dental insurance, which can make them costprohibitive for some people. However, implants are becoming
the standard of care for replacing a missing tooth so even if
your insurance didn’t cover implants in the past, it’s worth
checking again.

TITANIUM: THE BODY’S METAL OF CHOICE
Almost all dental implants—and many other implants, including hip and
knee implants—are made of titanium, a metal known for being both
strong and lightweight.
Titanium also comes with another important advantage: biocompatibility,
which means your body is unlikely to reject it.
Other advantages of dental implants include:
4 Improved appearance. Dental implants help crowns
and bridges look and feel like your own teeth. Because
looking good is a big part of feeling good, many people
with implants also report increases in social, psychological,
and physical well-being.

TREATMENT

4 Improved speech. Poor-fitting bridges or dentures can
slip, resulting in mumbled or slurred speech. Dental
implants, on the other hand, hold a crown, bridge, or
denture securely in place, enabling you to speak clearly
and without worry.
4 Improved comfort. Because dental implants fuse with
your jawbone and become part of you, they eliminate the
discomfort and inconvenience associated with removable
partial and full dentures.
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4 Easier eating. Dentures, no matter how perfectly they fit,
can make chewing difficult. Even the best dentures operate
only 15-20 percent as well as your natural teeth, whereas
dental implants with crowns or bridges function very much
like your natural teeth, enabling you to eat your favorite
foods with confidence and without pain.

WHAT TO EXPECT
Placing dental implants is relatively simple. Most of my patients
report very little discomfort, either during the procedure itself
or afterward. (I can attest to this as I have two implants, both
of which were placed in forty-five minutes with minimal
discomfort and are a big improvement over the dental bridges
I used to have.)

Your dentist will also take x-rays to verify the height and
width of your jawbone. Then, your dentist or oral surgeon
will implant the tooth “root,” a small post made of titanium,
into your jawbone. As the bone heals, it grows around the
implanted post, anchoring it securely in your jaw.
The healing process takes three to four months, at which point
your dentist will screw in a temporary post, called an impression
coping, which is then used to make an impression, or mold, of
your teeth and the way they fit together.
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To determine whether you’re a good candidate for a dental
implant, your dentist will examine you to ensure you have
healthy gums and enough jawbone to “hold” the implant.
(Don’t worry. Most people healthy enough to undergo a dental
exam are healthy enough to get dental implants.)

Your dentist then sends the mold to a dental laboratory, where
a trained technician makes a perfect “one-size-fits-only-you”
tooth that is precisely colored to match your natural teeth. Two
weeks later, you return to your dentist to have your new tooth
secured into place.

FOLLOW-UP CARE
If you do experience mild soreness or discomfort, take an
over-the-counter pain reliever—such as Advil, Motrin, or
Tylenol—as allowed by your physician and recommended by
your dentist. Also use cold compresses (page 11) and warm
saltwater rinses (page 12).
However, if your pain lasts more than a few days or is severe,
call your dentist. He or she may prescribe pain medication or
ask you to return to the office for a follow-up exam. And, as
with all treatments, you’ll need to brush and floss daily, and see
your dentist at least twice a year for cleanings and exams.

POTENTIAL SETBACKS
TREATMENT

Dental implants have the highest success rate of any implanted
surgical device, so setbacks are rare. With proper care—
regular dental exams and the same brushing and flossing you
do for your natural teeth—your implants will last decades,
perhaps even the rest of your life.

ESTIMATED COST
$$$-$$$$ for one implant and crown
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DENTAL BRIDGE
When you’re missing one or more
teeth—and are lucky enough to have
teeth on either side of the gap—you may
be able to “bridge” the gap with . . . you
guessed it . . . a dental bridge. A dental bridge

looks, feels, and functions like your natural teeth, restoring your
smile and your ability to chew and speak.

However, unlike a partial or full denture (page 95), which can be
removed, a dental bridge is “fixed,” meaning it is cemented into
place by your dentist. Once cemented, your dentist is the only
one who can remove it (and once removed, the bridge is ruined).

BRIDGES HELP YOU LOOK YOUNGER
In addition to maintaining your ability to chew and speak, a dental bridge fills out
your face and helps maintain its shape. That’s because when you’re missing a tooth,
your jawbone shrinks. Over time, this causes your lips, cheeks, and entire face to
sag inward, making you look older. Bridges also help keep your teeth aligned,
which can prevent painful temporomandibular joint (TMJ) disorders (page 43).
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To be eligible for a bridge, you need two or more “anchor teeth”
that are rock-solid. They cannot be even the tiniest bit loose or
your bridge will fail. (If you don’t have two rock-solid teeth on
either side of your missing teeth, dental implants can be used to
anchor a bridge.)

WHAT TO EXPECT
Fitting and placing a dental bridge typically requires two
dental visits:
4 Visit One. Once you are numb, your dentist will gently
reshape the teeth on either side of your gap to ensure your
bridge fits properly. He or she will also remove all decay
and fill in any missing or damaged parts of your tooth with
a tooth-colored material. Then, a digital impression of your
teeth is taken and sent to a dental lab where your bridge is
custom-fabricated.
Your dentist will then make a temporary bridge for you to
wear while your final bridge is being custom-fabricated.
The temporary bridge, made from a mold of your mouth,
serves three important functions: It restores your looks, it
protects your exposed teeth and gums, and it holds your
teeth in place so they don’t shift during the two to three
weeks it takes to fabricate your final bridge.
4 Visit Two. When your final bridge is ready, you return to
your dentist’s office to have it carefully fitted and adjusted.
Once it feels completely comfortable to you, your dentist
cements it into place.

TREATMENT

FOLLOW-UP CARE
While you’re getting used to both your temporary and permanent
bridge, eat soft foods or foods that have been cut into bite-size
pieces. Also avoid chewing hard foods and ice, which can
damage your bridge.
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Just as with your natural teeth, your bridge must be flossed
regularly, which you can do with the help of a bridge threader.
A dull, needle-like device available at most grocery and drug
stores, the threader helps guide the floss under the bridge.
(If you’re unsure how to use a threader, ask your dentist to
demonstrate or watch one of the many YouTube videos on how
to floss under a bridge.)
Proper care also includes daily brushing, and dental examinations
and professional cleanings at least twice a year.

POTENTIAL SETBACKS
Like any crown or filling, a bridge must be cleaned (including
underneath) and properly cared for or it will not last as long as
it otherwise could.

ESTIMATED COST

TREATMENT

$$$ per tooth (Note: If you are missing one tooth and the teeth
on both sides of it are in excellent condition, your bridge will
be considered a three-tooth bridge.)
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PARTIAL OR FULL DENTURE
A partial denture, often simply called a
“partial,” is a removable tooth or teeth
used to replace a missing tooth or teeth.
The partial is secured to a base that fits over your gums and
attaches to your remaining teeth.

A full denture, also known as a complete denture, is like a
partial, except that it is used when all the teeth on either the
upper or lower jaw are missing, not just one or a few.

Immediate or Traditional Denture
If you’re getting a full denture for the first time, you’ll have
to choose between immediate and traditional. An immediate
denture, often called a healing denture, is prepared ahead of
time and placed immediately after your teeth are removed. You
wear this denture for three to six months while your gums and
jawbone heal, at which point you return to your dentist to have
your denture refitted.
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If you get a partial, you will need to decide whether you want
a plastic base or a metal one. While plastic is less expensive,
I always recommend metal for two reasons. First, metal bases
last longer. Second, because they’re thinner than plastic ones,
they’re more comfortable, especially when worn day in and
day out. I know this from experience because I’ve worn a
partial since junior high in place of four permanent teeth in
my upper jaw that never developed.

A traditional denture, on the other hand, is neither prepared nor
placed until after your gums have healed. This takes several
months, which means you go several months with missing teeth.
A traditional denture is also used to replace an existing denture,
which typically needs to be done about every ten years.

WHAT TO EXPECT
First, your dentist will thoroughly examine your mouth and
gums—as well as the size, shape, and placement of your existing
teeth—to determine how well they will “hold” your partial or
denture in place.
Partial
To make your partial more stable, your dentist may make
grooves or depressions in some of your teeth. Your dentist
may also reshape one or more of your teeth. Reshaping is
a convenient and cost-effective way to fix small chips and
uneven or poorly aligned teeth so that your partial fits better
and more comfortably.

TREATMENT

To reshape a tooth, your dentist uses a small drill to gently
remove some of the tooth’s enamel and trim areas that may
get in the way of alignment or a proper bite. Your tooth is then
buffed and polished.
Your dentist then makes an impression of your teeth and the
soft tissue that surrounds them and sends it to a dental lab,
where a technician makes the base for your partial. When the
base is ready, typically in a week or so, you return to your
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dentist’s office to have it fitted. The base is then returned to the
lab where your new artificial teeth are added. You then return
to your dentist’s office for a final adjustment and to learn how
to remove and place your partial.
Immediate Denture
If all your teeth are being removed, you may opt for an
immediate denture. As with a partial, your dentist makes an
impression of your teeth and the soft tissues that surround
them. That impression is sent to a dental lab, where a
technician fabricates your denture.
Once your denture is ready, you return to your dentist’s office so
your teeth can, if necessary, be removed and your denture placed.

Traditional Denture
The major difference between immediate and traditional
dentures is timing. As the name implies, immediate dentures
are placed immediately after your teeth are removed.
Traditional dentures, on the other hand, are not placed until
your jawbone heals, which typically takes about three months.
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In about three months, you’ll notice that your denture fits more
loosely than it did in the beginning. That’s because your gums
and jawbone shrink as they heal. At this point, you return to
your dentist’s office early one morning for another impression,
which your dentist will use to fine-tune, or reline, the fit of
your denture. You leave the office for four to six hours without
your denture, then return to have it refitted.

Immediate Denture

Traditional Denture

No time without teeth (or your smile)

Without teeth for about three months

One visit

Three visits

Reline at three months and every
five years
Typically requires many adjustments

Reline every five years

Costs more

Costs less

May need only a few adjustments

FOLLOW-UP CARE
Whether partial or full, immediate or traditional, your new
denture will take getting used to. You’ll need to relearn how to
chew. This may take a few days or a few weeks.
You also have to relearn how to speak. Talking to your family
and friends, or reading aloud to yourself or your kids, can help.
So can singing.

TREATMENT

To care for your denture, soak it in water each night with
a denture cleaner such as Polident or Efferdent which will
help remove stains from coffee, tea, and tobacco and keep
your denture free of plaque and bacteria. Brushing with an
ultrasonic toothbrush can also help.
If you have a partial, see your dentist at least twice a year
for regular cleanings and exams and to check the fit of your
partial. If you have a full denture, see your dentist once a year
to check the fit and for an oral cancer exam.
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POTENTIAL SETBACKS
Dentures can feel uncomfortable at first, but most people adapt
fairly quickly. If your denture is still uncomfortable after a few
weeks, visit your dentist to see what adjustments can be made.
Also, dentures typically need relining every five years and after
significant weight loss.

ESTIMATED COST
$$-$$$ for a partial denture
$$$-$$$$ for a full denture

DENTURE MYTHS OR FACTS
4 MYTH OR FACT?

George Washington’s dentures were made of wood.

4 MYTH OR FACT?

Dentures can help you look younger and feel more confident.

FACT. Even a single missing tooth can result in a loss of up to 75 percent
of the height and width of your jawbone. While this may seem insignificant,
it’s actually a pretty big deal that not only impairs your ability to chew and
speak, but also changes how you look. That’s because, as bone is lost, so is
facial structure. Chins rotate forward and upward, cheeks become hollow,
and lips sag. So does self-confidence.
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MYTH. He wore multiple dentures during his lifetime. They were made of
various materials, including human, cow and horse teeth, elephant ivory,
lead-tin alloy, copper alloy, and silver alloy.14

DENTURE MYTHS OR FACTS CONTINUED
4 MYTH OR FACT?

My parents had dentures at age fifty, so I will, too.

MYTH. With daily brushing and flossing and regular dental care, your teeth
can—and should—last a lifetime. Today, even people in their eighties and
nineties often have their teeth. But although the percentage of Americans
needing dentures is declining by about 10 percent a decade, there are still
more than thirty-five million Americans who do not have any teeth.15

4 MYTH OR FACT?

People can eat as well with dentures as they can with their natural teeth.
MYTH. Even the best dentures in the world operate only 15-20 percent
as well as natural teeth, making it difficult and uncomfortable to chew.

4 MYTH OR FACT?

Kids may have a partial or a denture.
FACT. Kids who lose teeth due to a sports-related injury or other trauma
may wear a partial or full denture.

TREATMENT
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HEALTHY TEETH, HEALTHY YOU
Having the right dentist can make a world
of difference to you and your family.
If possible, especially if you’re among the ninety-two million
Americans who feel anxious or fearful about seeing the dentist,
find a dentist who:

4 Has experience. This is the most important item on the
list. You want someone who is knowledgeable about and
experienced with your exact type of dental emergency,
whether that’s a minor toothache or a major abscess. A
knowledgeable, experienced dentist can quickly diagnosis
and treat your problem, because he or she will have completed
every dental procedure from routine fillings to emergency
root canals, hundreds if not thousands of times.

TYPES OF DENTISTS
When thinking about a dentist’s experience, consider your needs.
General practitioners, like me, are adept at treating all kinds of issues and
have usually earned at least a few certifications in specialized areas such
as IV sedation and dental anxiety management.
There are also dentists who specialize in specific areas, including:
4 Endodontics (root canals)
4 Orthodontics (braces)
4 Pediatric dentistry (dentistry for kids)

4 Periodontics (gum disease)

4 Oral and maxillofacial surgery (extractions and dental implants)
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4 Keeps you informed. Your dentist should explain any
and all issues and the associated treatment in terms you
understand. Your dentist should also inform you of the
potential consequences of ignoring his or her advice,
but should do so in a respectful manner without ever
making you feel pressured to undergo treatment you
don’t understand, aren’t ready for, or can’t afford.
Your dentist should provide solid facts about your dental
care and what you can do to improve it, whether that’s
brushing, flossing, or seeing your dentist more often. And
while it may be tempting to ignore your dentist’s advice,
don’t. Dentists truly do have their patients’ best interests
at heart. And if you don’t feel that your dentist does, find
a new one.
4 Offers options. Your dentist should make it clear which
dental work can wait and which must be completed right
away. Your dentist should also offer treatment options and
explain the ramifications of each. For instance, a small cavity
can be treated with just a filling. However, if the cavity
is large, a crown might be a better long-term solution
than a large filling because large fillings can cause teeth
to break, sometimes making them irreparable.
Your dentist should also offer you payment options. This
is especially important if you don’t have dental insurance.
Payment options can range from credit card or check
(often with a discount if you pay at the time of treatment)
to trustworthy third-party financing options. (For more
information about the payment, financing, and discount
plans my practice offers, see pages 58-59 and page 61).
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4 Accepts your insurance and is in-network. If you
have dental insurance, you’ll likely want a dentist who
is part of your plan’s network. We, for instance, are
currently a participating in-network provider for Cigna
Dental, Delta Dental, HealthPartners Dental, MetLife
Dental, and Premier Dental. We also process insurance
for most other insurance plans, and all claims processing
is done electronically, which makes the process easier,
faster, and more accurate.
4 Can complete the work you need in his or her office.
Look for a dentist who can complete most procedures
in his or her office or who has specialists in the office for
complicated cases. This not only saves you money, it also
makes it easier to schedule your appointments. Plus, you’ll
enjoy the convenience of getting all the work done in one
visit—at an office you know and are familiar with.
4 Has a dedicated, knowledgeable staff. Every visit to
a dentist’s office starts with the dentist’s staff. How
friendly are they? Do they greet you with a smile and
show a real interest in you and the pain you’re experiencing?
Do they do everything in their power to make you feel
comfortable—from offering you a blanket and headsets
to empowering you with a hand signal you can use
whenever you need a break.
4 Uses state-of-the-art-technology. Like most professions,
the field of dentistry is constantly evolving to take
advantage of new technology. From low-radiation digital
x-rays to high-speed scanners that create digital impressions
for crowns and bridges with pinpoint accuracy, you want
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a dentist who invests in and uses this technology to make
you comfortable and pain-free.
4 Feels comfortable treating patients with dental anxiety
and dental phobia. A significant number of patients with
toothaches or other dental emergencies have at least some
level of dental anxiety that has kept them away from a
dentist’s office for an extended period of time. If you are
one of them (find out by taking the self-test on page 117),
choose a dentist who understands your needs and concerns.
4 Offers free nitrous oxide (laughing gas). Harmless
and sweet-smelling, nitrous oxide helps you relax so
that procedures are easier and more comfortable.

DENTAL CARE PAYS OFF
A big part of how long your dental work lasts is up to you.
I’ve seen crowns and bridges that have been in patients’ mouths
for over forty years and still look great. I’ve also seen fillings
and other dental work fail and need to be replaced after just a
few years because the patient didn’t care for them properly.
Good dental work is a partnership between your dentist and
you. Your dentist provides the best possible care during
treatment, and you provide the best possible follow-up care.
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While no dental work will last forever (teeth won’t either),
you can greatly extend the life of both your dental work and
your teeth by:
4 Brushing twice a day
4 Flossing at least once a day
4 Getting your teeth professionally cleaned and examined
at least twice a year
4 Completing all prescribed dental work in a timely manner

PROTECT YOUR DENTAL HEALTH
4 Eat a healthy diet.
4 Stop smoking.
4 When physically active—whether playing hockey, riding a bike, or
skateboarding—wear a mouth guard and a helmet so that if you take a
shot to the jaw or face, or fall down and hit your mouth or your head,
you’ll have some protection.
4 Don’t use your teeth to do things they weren’t meant to do: chewing on
pens and opening packages, for instance.
4 Complete all recommended dental work as soon as you can because the
decay will continue to grow, causing greater pain and requiring more
costly treatment.
4 Be especially vigilant in cleaning between your natural teeth and any
crowns or bridges using one of the many dental flosses, picks, or minibrushes available from your dentist or wherever you shop.
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KEY TO YOUR OVERALL HEALTH
While it may be tempting to think that caring for your teeth is
something you do just to avoid a toothache, dental health is
actually a window to overall health, so do yourself—and your
health—a favor by taking care of your teeth and gums every
day. Here are five excellent reasons why:
REASON NO. 1:
Good dental care boosts overall physical health.
Studies show a connection between oral health and physical
health, with poor oral health being linked to increased risk of
heart disease, heart attacks, strokes, and dementia. Dentists
can detect a number of medical conditions—some of which
may be life-threatening—during routine exams. What’s more,
good dental care boosts overall physical health. So brush
often, floss daily, and see your dentist at least twice a year.
REASON NO. 2:
Good dental care keeps your breath fresh.
Halitosis, or bad breath, can be traced back to dental problems
about 85 percent of the time. Good oral hygiene habits such as
regular brushing and flossing, and the use of a tongue scraper,
helps keep your mouth healthy and your breath fresh. Regular
cleanings and check-ups also help maintain good health.
REASON NO. 3:
Good dental care prevents tooth decay, gum disease,
and cavities.
Keeping teeth free of plaque is the best way to avoid tooth
decay, which leads to cavities, and inflammation, which leads
to gum disease. Plaque is a thin film of acidic bacteria that
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sticks to all sides of a tooth and eats away at tooth enamel,
eventually leaving the tooth’s soft insides exposed. Plaque
can also lead to gum disease, which is a major cause of tooth
loss in adults. Good brushing and flossing habits are critical to
removing plaque. They’re also important habits for removing
cavity-causing sugar from your teeth.
REASON NO. 4:
Good dental care helps detect oral cancer early.
Oral cancer (page 49) is a general term for cancers of the
tongue, tonsils, throat, and other areas of the mouth. Oral
cancer diagnoses have increased in recent years, but when
detected early, oral cancer is highly treatable and comes
with a very good prognosis. That’s why it’s important to see
your dentist at least twice a year so he or she can check for
oral cancer. And if you notice any unusual changes in your
mouth—such as lumps, rough spots, or bleeding—schedule
an appointment with your dentist right away.
REASON NO. 5:
Good dental care brings on the smiles.
My daughter Rachel is known for sharing a simple, yet very
important message: “Take care of your teeth because they’re
the only ones you get.” Once they’re lost, you may end up
wearing dentures. And although dentures may look fine, they
work only about 15-20 percent as well as your natural teeth
and can make talking and chewing uncomfortable. They can
also erode self-confidence.
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By seeing your dentist regularly, you can address problems
when they’re small and inexpensive to treat, rather than
waiting for them to become bigger, more costly problems.
In addition, by detecting cavities, gum disease, broken fillings,
and other problems early, your dentist can help you prevent
painful infections and the root canals, crowns, and gum
surgery that may follow.
So brush and floss daily, and see your dentist at least twice a
year to have your teeth cleaned and examined. Doing so will
keep your gums healthy and your teeth strong. And that’s
worth smiling about!
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CHAPTER

1

Why People Fear
The Dentist

“The first step in solving a problem is to recognize that it does exist.”
― Zig Ziglar, author and motivational speaker
Very often I learn that a patient’s fear of the dentist is something that
runs in his or her family. Take Andrew, for instance. Like his mother,
he’s always had sensitive teeth, which meant suffering through pain-filled
dental appointments—even as a child. After several particularly pain-filled
ones while in junior and senior high school, he started avoiding his dentist
altogether, something that became even easier for Andrew to do once
he headed off to college. Avoiding the dentist was also easy for Andrew
because he’d grown up seeing his mother do the exact same thing.
Before long, ten years had passed since Andrew had been to a dentist. He
knew he should schedule an appointment, but just thinking about it made
his heart race. Even seeing or hearing a dental drill on TV was enough to
trigger his fear.
Things began to change for Andrew when his mother called him to say
she had both good and bad news. The good news was that she’d finally
conquered her fear and been to see a dentist. The bad news was that she
needed a lot of dental work. A lot.
Worried that he was already in the same boat or soon would be, Andrew
got serious about researching dentists. That’s when he learned about IV
sedation dentistry, a form of fear-free, pain-free dental care that I offer
to patients who feel anxious or suffer from dental phobia.
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While Andrew thought IV sedation dentistry could be a good option for him,
he still put off making an appointment. Finally, the pain of a small crack in
one of his back teeth became unbearable, and Andrew called my office. As
my team and I try to do with all patients in pain, we asked Andrew to come
in right away for a free consultation. He did, and three days later, I fixed his
tooth. Not long after, Andrew was back. This time—thanks to the help of IV
sedation—he had the rest of this teeth repaired and his wisdom teeth pulled.
Andrew’s experience was so positive that even though he now lives in
Santa Monica, California, he still comes to my Hopkins, Minnesota, office
regularly for routine checkups and cleanings.
How did Andrew go from fearful to fearless? Partly, it was hearing the
stories I told him about other patients who were in the same or worse
situations. He realized that if they could get past their fear and conquer
their dental phobia, he could, too. Andrew told me: “If IV sedation dentistry
worked for them, it could work for me.”
If you’re like Andrew (and his mom), you fear—and perhaps even avoid—
seeing the dentist. If so, you’re not alone. Many people would rather do just
about anything than walk into a dentist’s office. I’ve even heard people say
they would rather lose an arm or leg than have a root canal or a cavity filled.
I don’t take it personally. Instead, my heart goes out to these people. Clearly,
they haven’t found the right dentist.
But even people who have a dentist they love can still avoid seeing the
dentist. In fact, I recently read a Consumers’ Checkbook/Center for Study
of Services article that stated that nervousness or anxiety about pain has led
about 30 percent of people to avoid visiting a dentist for as long as possible
at least once. WebMD reports that between 9 percent and 20 percent of
Americans avoid going to the dentist because of anxiety or fear. The Journal
of the American Dental Association estimates that ninety-two million
Americans are afraid to get the dental work they need. And as I’ve already
mentioned in my welcome, at least 80 percent of the new patients I see
experience at least some degree of dental fear.
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Dental Anxiety Self-Test
If you think you may suffer some degree of dental fear, take this dental
anxiety self-test by circling the most appropriate answer to each question.

QUESTION

1

If you had to go to the dentist tomorrow, how would you feel about it?
a.		
b.		
c.		
d.		
e.		

I would look forward to it as a reasonably enjoyable experience.
I wouldn’t care one way or the other.
I would be a little uneasy about it.
I would be afraid that it would be unpleasant and painful.
I would be very frightened of what the dentist might do.

QUESTION

2

When you are waiting in the dental office for your turn in the chair,
how do you feel?
a.		 Relaxed.
b.		 A little uneasy.
c.		 Tense.
d.		 Anxious.
e.		 So anxious that I sometimes break out in a sweat or almost feel
			physically sick.
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QUESTION

3

When you are in the dentist’s chair waiting while he gets his drill
ready to begin working on your teeth, how do you feel?
a.		 Relaxed.
b.		 A little uneasy.
c.		 Tense.
d.		 Anxious.
e.		 So anxious that I sometimes break out in a sweat or almost feel
			physically sick.

QUESTION

4

You are in the dentist’s chair to have your teeth cleaned. While you
are waiting and the dentist is getting out the instruments which he
will use to scrape your teeth around the gums, how do you feel?
a.		 Relaxed.
b.		 A little uneasy.
c.		 Tense.
d.		 Anxious.
e.		 So anxious that I sometimes break out in a sweat or almost feel
			physically sick.
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Scoring the Quiz
Give yourself:

1 point for each a.
			
2		 points for each b.
3 points for each c.
			
			
4 points for each d.
			
5 points for each e.

Now determine your anxiety level (there is a maximum of 20 points):

FEWER THAN 9 POINTS = little to no anxiety
			
9-12 POINTS
			

= moderate anxiety

13-14 POINTS
			

= high anxiety

15-20 POINTS
			

= severe anxiety or dental phobia

Corah NL: Development of a Dental Anxiety Scale. Journal of Dental Research
48:596, 1969.
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Dr. Scott Shamblott has been seen and heard on:

4 Twin Cities Live
4 KSTP-TV Channel 5
4 Fox 9
4 KARE 11
4 WCCO-TV
4 KSTC-TV 45TV
4 Channel 12 Northwest Community Television
4 myTalk107.1
4 AM950
4 Cities 97
4 KOOL 108 - KQQL 107.9
4 WCCO-AM Radio
4 The Mom Show
4 The Waiting Room
4 The Jordana Green Show
4 Star Tribune Newspaper
4 Sun Sailor Newspaper
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About Dr. Scott E. Shamblott,
DDS, FAGD, FDOCS
Dr. Scott Shamblott is a general dentist and the founder of Shamblott
Family Dentistry in Hopkins, Minnesota. He focuses on fear-free dental
care and has developed a worldwide reputation for his fear-free, pain-free
approach to helping patients, particularly those with dental anxiety, fear,
or phobia.
Born in New Ulm, Minnesota, he attended the University of Arizona,
where he earned a Bachelor of Science degree in Finance cum laude. Dr.
Shamblott then attended the University of Minnesota School of Dentistry,
where he earned his Doctor of Dental Surgery (DDS) degree with high
distinction. After dental school, he completed a general practice residency
at the University of Tennessee Hospital in Knoxville, Tennessee.
In addition, he has earned a fellowship from the Academy of General
Dentistry (FAGD) and from the Dental Organization for Conscious
Sedation (FDOCS). He also attended the Medical College of Georgia to
study IV sedation techniques and the Las Vegas Institute for Advanced
Dental Studies to study sleep apnea.
Dr. Shamblott is a member of many professional organizations, including
the Academy of General Dentistry, the American Academy of Dental
Sleep Medicine, the American Academy for Oral and Systemic Health, the
American Dental Society of Anesthesiology, and the Dental Organization
for Conscious Sedation. A product evaluator for Clinicians Research, he
is one of 450 dentists worldwide selected to test products and try out new
dental tools, techniques, and materials.
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He is certified in Basic Life Support and Advanced Cardiac Life Support
and holds a Conscious Sedation Permit from the Minnesota State Board
of Dentistry.
Dr. Shamblott makes frequent television and radio appearances and
is an oft-quoted expert on issues pertaining to dental health. He has
appeared on KSTP-TV Channel 5, Fox 9, KARE 11, and WCCO-AM
and is a regular guest on myTalk 107.1, AM950 and Twin Cities Live.
He is co-host of The Mom Show on myTalk 107.1, a Twin Cities weekly
radio program, and former co-host of The Waiting Room, a program
that covers all there is to know about dental health and other health
care issues. Podcasts of The Mom Show and The Waiting Room are
available on www.shamblottfamilydentistry.com.
Dr. Shamblott lives in the Twin Cities with his wife Kate and daughter
Rachel. Kate helps with the office, and Rachel regularly appears with her
dad on television, radio, and video, helping him connect with and
communicate with children, teens, and adults about their dental health.
Her message: Take care of your teeth because they’re the only ones you get.
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Shamblott Family Dentistry is a fear-free dental office located in Hopkins,
Minnesota.
One thing that sets us apart from most other dentists is that we actually
deliver on our mission statement, making sure we do everything we can to
ensure patients have a positive experience. So whether seeing the dentist
makes you smile or scares you to death, we offer:

4 FREE new-patient exams. You shouldn’t have to pay to find out
			what’s wrong with your teeth, so your initial exam and x-rays are
			on us.
4 FREE new-patient emergency exams. Just because it’s an
			 emergency, doesn’t mean you should be charged outrageous fees,
			 which is why initial exams and x-rays are free for new patients.
4 FREE nitrous oxide (laughing gas). You deserve to be comfortable
			 and pain-free when visiting your dentist, so we offer free nitrous
			 oxide, even for routine cleanings.
4 FREE cookies. To make your visits a bit sweeter, we offer freshly
			 baked cookies, as well as flavored coffees.
4 Same-day emergency visits. If you have a dental emergency,
			 we’ll do our best to see you the same day you call.
4 IV sedation with a Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist.
			 For the ultimate in fear-free dental care, we offer IV sedation,
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			 which induces such deep relaxation that most patients have little
			 to no memory of their visit.

4 Extended hours. We’re open early mornings, evenings, over the
			 lunch hour, and on Saturdays.
Part of what also makes us special is our unique fear-free, pain-free
approach to dental care:

4 We focus on your wants and needs and will do all we can to make
			 you comfortable and pain-free.
4 We use the most advanced tools, techniques, and materials.
To schedule an appointment with Dr. Scott Shamblott or one of the other
Shamblott Family dentists or to learn more about Shamblott Family
Dentistry, call 952-935-5599 or visit www.shamblottfamilydentistry.com.

LIVE OUTSIDE MINNESOTA?
If you live outside Minnesota and are having trouble finding a fear-free,
pain-free dentist, give us a call. We see many patients from across the U.S.
and as far away as Europe and the Middle East and will work with you to
accommodate your travel schedule.
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